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ABSTRACT

The Yamabico Research Group at the Naval Postgraduate School is actively pursuing

improvements in design and implementation of applications for it's family of autonomous

mobile robots. This paper describes a new high level language for controlling the Yamabico-

11, surnamed OOPS-MML (Object-Oriented Program Specification for a Mobile robot

Motion control Language). Conceptual goals included a user friendly, high level interface

coupled with an abstract, efficient and compartmentalized architecture to employ a path

tracking and motion control application developed at NPS. The result is a robust and flexible

robot control system that is intended to be implemented and employed onboard the Yamabico-

11.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of any robot is to adequately perform the task for which it was designed. The

"Yamabico" family of autonomous mobile robots are ultimately being designed to operate on

time scales of its human counterpart and encompass the intelligence to navigate in an actively

dynamic environment.

To accomplish this, Yamabico must first be able to effectively create and transit a

nominal path through a static environment. Secondly, it must possess the intelligence and

capabilities to exhibit robust behavior in generating an acceptable path within a variety of

static environments ranging in degrees of adversity.

The current state of the Yamabico- II 's design is one of being fully autonomous. The

robot's intelligence consists primarily of two behaviors. The first, is being able to follow a

sequence of given postures represented by (x, y, 0). The second, is being able to sense an

object by sonar, such as a wall, and follow it. These are accomplished by the use of the Mobile

robot Motion control Language, or MML for short. This MML library includes functions for

path planning, path generation, maintenance of sonar data, motion control and tracking.

Recent research conducted at NPS has produced the basis for a simple technique to

provide for smooth path planning [lI. This technique greatly enhances robotic motion and

intelligence. Allowing the capabilities for Yamabico to exhibit the robust behavior needed to

navigate a variety of static environments and ultimately be able to survive in an actively

dynamic environment. At this point, the decision was made to pursue the design and

implementation of a new MML library to be incorporated into Yamabico- II to utilize this new

techniniue

A. FUNCTIONAL GOALS

Yamabico has proven to be an invaluable tool for research in basic robotic courses

offered here at NPS, since it affords a student with the relatively simple means for conducting

research. This is due in part to its physically characteristics of operating only within two

dimensions and being able to be easily deployed by one person. Mainly though, it is due to the
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simplistic nature and compactness of it's high level language MML which the student utilizes

to write user programs for controlling robot mo.tion and testing theories. With this in mind, any

new language must follow this same pr-Lext.

Yamabico has proven to be an invaluable asset in the area of advanced robotic research

here at NPS mainly for tvo reasons. The first, by allowing the opportunity to have "hands on"

of a robot from tre beginning, sparks the enthusiasm of students and promulgates advanced

studies. The second is not from Yamabico's capabilities but it's lack of capabilities, which

results in advanced study to overcome or create them. With these in mind, any new language

must include advancements due to both refinements and creativity in order to hopefully spawn

off further studies.

Thus, the functional goal for OOPS-MML is that it be simple yet powerful to allow both

spectrums to adequately conduct research. To make the language simple, it is paramount that

we offer a small set of clear, concise instructions, so as not to overwhelm the intended user.

To make the language powerful, we incorporate the new motion control and path tracking

technique.

B. DESIGN GOALS

Originally, it was planned to incorporate all modules into the new language. Time

dictated otherwise, due to a long procurement process in obtaining a new central processing

unit and mother board. It was opted to design only the foundation, path tracking and motion

control modules. This placed a constraint of compatibility, since implementation wanted to be

realized in the interim and the other low level modules are written in assembly and C.

The overall design goal is to create a program structure that would stand the "test of

time". Meaning, it should be portable and provide easy implementation of refinements and or

advancements. With this in mind, a means to build abstractions and specialize them is the key.

An object-oriented approach not only permits these, its designed to focus on them [21. Thus.

the language of C++ was chosen, since it allowed both an object oriented paradigm and
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backward compatibility with the existing C library. Also, the existing code could be convert

with very little effort. Other basic design goals are as follows:

* Maximize efficiency.

- Provide simple maintainability.
* Utilize structures that present maximum growth potential

• Maintain a small set of instruction.
0 Allow flexibility with parameters.

C. THESIS ORGANIZATION

Chapter H of this thesis provides an overview of two techniques utilized for path planning

and motion control. It begins with a basic overview of the current technique along with it's

shortcomings and then affords a more in-depth look at the new technique for which OOPS-

MML is predicated.

Subsequent chapters focus on the software design in response to the design goals

mentioned above. Specifically, Chapter III contains the details of the abstract design and

implementation of the basic data structures. Chapter IV discusses the building blocks utilized

for path construction and Chapter V provides details with regards to interaction between these

building blocks. Chapter VI outlines and presents the high level functionality of the new

OOPS-MML language. Chapter VII contains details of the design and implementation of the

architecture and its data structures. Chapter VIII summarizes the work and provides avenues

for future work.

3



II. PATH TRACKING AND MOTION CONTROL RESEARCH

A. BACKGROUND

The scheme of path planning for Yamabico- I I is accomplished by a user writing a

detailed program outlining a desired behavior. The user's program is interpreted into a path

for the robot to track by generating intermediate reference postures that take into account

desired velocity and locomotion capabilities. The robot then tracks through the path by

requiring the odometer readings to mimic each intermediate posture before continuing to the

next. A depiction of two specified postures and the intermediate postures generated can be

seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Path Tracking By Intermediate Reference Postures

Current research being conducted at NPS has proven shortcomings within this schema.

The first is the requirement of "prior knowledge needed" of all transition points to precisely

specify the postures needed when outlining the user's program. This is due to the lack of

restrictions on the bounds of movement between two adjacentpostures. This "prior knowledge

needed" is only compounded as the level of complexity for traversal increases within an

environment because there is a direct correlation between complexity and number of postures

required to be specified. This problem can be visualized in Figure 2, a simple corridor with

two obstacles requiring five pre-known specified postures. The second is due from research

involving odometer correction and wall following[31. Since the robot is pulled through the

path, any odometer corrections result in jerky non-smooth motions, due to the robot's

requirement to exactly mimic a posture on the Cartesian plane before continuing [4]. Thus,

odometer correction placed behind the robot results in backward jerky motion. A correction

placed in front results in accelerated performance, sometimes beyond operating parameters.

Both corrections cause increased wheel slippage which only compounds odometer errors.

4
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Figure 2: Pre-Known Postures Needed To Create A Path

B. PATH CONTROL BY CURVATURE

This technique far surpasses the subservient nature currently employed requiring the

behavior of mimicking generated postures on a cartesian plane[51. The new scheme greatly

increases the robot's overall autonomous growth by allowing the robot to take on reactive

behaviors.

The power of this scheme comes from the concept of controlling robot motion solely

through the manipulation of kappa ic or the curvature value. This is implemented by adding

the kappa value to the existing posture structure. The elementary structure of this scheme is

defined as a configuration and is represented by a quadruple (x, y, 8, 1c). This representation

not only affords the means to accurately describe the robot's positioning, it also allows a way

to represent a variety of geometrical path forms. These path forms are then utilized as

references to calculate the desired kappa for the robot to follow and if required converge onto

that path form.

Path planning is still accomplished by a user writing a detailed program. Although

instead of specifying postures, a series of templates called path elements are specified. Within

this series, a relationship joins each path element with it's successor and forms one continual

path. The path elements are capable of taking on the shape of a variety of path forms. Path

forms are geometrical representations that can be mathematical defined as a configuration, in

part or combination thereof. Originally this schema was predicated upon path forms of a line

5



and a circle [ 11. Currently this work is being refined and expounded upon to included a path

form of a parabola [51. With hopes of including cubic spiral in the near future.

To reveal the intricacies of this technique Figure 3 depicts a scenario. Here we have a

path specified as a series of two infinite path elements. The path elements p I and p2 are in the

path forms of a line, the relationship between them being an intersection. The robot is currently

utilizing the path form of p I as a reference.

Reactive behavior comes about by allowing the robot from any configuration to project

itself perpendicularly onto p 1. This projection currently being done every 10 msec produces

an image on the path form. This image is the configuration the robot would be if it was exactly

on the path form. Also it provides the position that is the minium distance between the robot

and the path form. The robot then calculates a new kappa that will follow pI and reduce the

distance between the robot and it's image.

The size constant sO is a user defined variable utilized to determine the sharpness of

curvature for which to converge onto a path form. This is used in two ways. The first is with

the calculation of a new kappa. The sO value is factored into the equation to determine a kappa

to reflect the anticipated sharpness. The second is the transition point between the relationship

of two path elements. This is approached from a backward viewpoint. In that given the value

of sO, at which point must the robot start projecting it's image onto p2 in order to not

overshoot.

6



So Controls the Curvature

vehicle •intersection

pl(O.0,0,0) image leave point, p2(0,10.90,0)

Figure 3: Path Tracking
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III. BASIC STRUCTURE DESIGN

The basis of the OOPS-MML design is to be naturally expressive and provide tight

coupling between design and implementation in order to support the design goals addressed.

To accommodate this, it is paramount that relationships in the structure of implementation be

captured. The structure of implementation for this new technique lies within the different

graphical path forms. It is these objects that must be captured.

The premiss behind this new technique of path control by curvature is all path forms can

be represented with the use of the elementary structures of a configuration. Although to

facilitate all design goals, the need for an application independent way to abstractly describe,

manipulate and manage the different path forms as individual entities is paramount. This can

be accomplished by incorporating the domain in a public inheritance schema, see Figure 4.

Coordinate

Config

LnCiceParabola Cubic Vehicle

Figure 4: Inheritance Schema
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This representation satisfies the overall basis of design for OOPS-MML. It abstractly

describes the individual entities while providing the use of virtual functions as a means of

manipulation and management. Also, it directly supports simple maintenance, growth

"potential and efficiency by incorporating levels of abstraction and encapsulation. The

remainder of this chapter elaborates the syntax of the constructors and a component

description of each object class. Actual code can be seen in Appendix A.

A. BASIC OBJECT CLASS STRUCTURES SYNOPSIS

The following are data classes of the unshaded objects depicted in Figure 4. These are

low level structures within the inheritance schema and are typically hidden from the user.

Although they can be utilized as utilities. The constructors automatically calculate and set all

values within that object.

1. Coordinate Object Class (Coordinate)

Syntax: Coordinate(double x, double y)

Coordinate(Coordinate &c)

Description: This class is designed to represent a coordinate on a two dimensional

cartesian plane, see Figure 5. The components are _X and Y. The _X

value is utilized to describe the x position. The _Y value is utilized to

describe the y position.

class Coordinate{
public:

// Structure
double _X;
double _Y;}

Figure 5: C++ Code Example Of Coordinate Class Structure

9



2. Configuration Object Class (Config)

Syntax: Config(double x, double y, double t)

Config(double x, double y, double t, double k)

Config(Coordinate &p, double t, double k)

Config(Config &q)

Description: This class is designed to represent the elementary object of the quadruple

utilized in path planning by curvature, see Figure 6. The inherited

component is a Coordinate. The additional components are _Theta and

_Kappa. The Coordinate value is used to describe the x and y position.

The _Theta value is used to describe the orientation. The _Kappa value

is utilized to describe the curvature.

class Config : public Coordinate{
public

// Structure
double _Theta;
double _Kappa;

Figure 6: C++ Code Example Of Config Class Structure

3. Vehicle Object Class (Vehicle)

Syntax: Vehicle(double x, double y, double t, double k)

Vehicle(double x, double y, double t, double k, double s)

Vehicle(Config &q)

Vehicle(Vehicle &v)

Description: This class is designed to represent the vehicle odometer settings. see

Figure 7. The inherited component is a Config. The additional

components are Speed, Omega, _SO, _L_Accel and _RAccel. The

_Speed value represents the desired speed for the vehicle and can be set

10



by the user or the default value of 30 cm/sec can be used. The Omega

value represents the omega of the vehicle and set by multiplying the

kappa and speed value of the structure. The _SO value represents the sO

variable utilized to calculate a new kappa value for the vehicle. This can

be either set by the user or the default value of 15 cm can be used. The

_LAccelvalue represents the linear acceleration for the vehicle and is set

by the user or the default value of 20 cm/sec can be used. The _RAccel

value represents the rotational acceleration for the vehicle and is either

set by the user or the default value of 10 cm/sec can be used.

class Vehicle : public Config
{

public

// Structure
double _Speed;
double _Omega;
double _SO;
double _L.Accel;
double _R Accel;

Figure 7: C++ Code Example Of Vehicle Class Structure

B. PATH FORM OBJECT CLASS SYNOPSIS

The following are data structures of the shaded objects depicted in figure 3. These are the

high level structures in the inheritance schema and are visible to the user. They represent the

desired path form. The constructors automatically calculate and set all values within that

structure.

1. Line Object Class(Line)

Syntax: Line(double x, double y, double t)

Line(double x, double y, double t, double k)

11



Line(Coordinate &p 1, Coordinate &p2)

Line(Config &q)

Linet Line &l)

Description: This class is designed to represent the path form of an infinite line or a

vector, see Figure 8. The inherited component is a Config. This Config

represents the elementary path form of an infinite line by having a

-Kappa value of zero. The additional components are a P2, -A, _B and

_C. The _P2 represents a projected coordinate on the line represented-by

the Config values. This is used to allow the line to have a second form of

Ax + By + C = 0. The _A, _B and _C represent the constants of this

equation.

class Line public Config

public:

// Structure
Coordinate -P2;
double _A;
double _B;
double _C;

}

Figure 8: C++ Code Example Of Line Class Structure

2. Circle Object Class(Circle)

Syntax: Circle(double x, double y, double t, double k)

Circle(Config &q)

Circle(Circle &c)

Circle(double cx, double cy, double r)

Circle(Coordinate c, double r)

Description: This class is designed to represent the path form of a circle, see Figure 9.

The inherited component is a Config. The Config represents the

elementary path form of a point on the path form of a circle. The

12



additional components are _Center and _Radius. The Center represents

the circle's center coordinate. TheRadius represents the circle's radius.

The sign of the radius determines rotational direction. Positive for

counter clockwise and negative for clockwise. If constructed by center

and radius the Config is calculated from 90 degrees.

class Circle : public Config{
public:

// Structure
Coordinate _Center;
double -Radius;}

Figure 9: C++ Code Example Of Circle Class Structure

3. Parabola Object Class (Parabola)

Syntax: Parabola(double dx, double dy, double dt, double fx, double fy)

Parabola(Config &q, Coordinate &c)

Parabola(Line &l, Coordinate &c)

Parabola(Parabola &p)

Description: This class is designed to represent the path form of a parabola, see Figure

10. The inherited component is a Config. The Config represents the

parabola's directrix. The additional component is the _Focus. The

-Focus represents the parabola's focus coordinate.

class Parabola : public Config
{

protected:

// Structure
Coordinate _Focus;

}

Figure 10: C++ Code Example Of Parabola Class Structure

13



4. Cubic Spiral Object Class (Cubic)

Syntax: Cubic(double x, double y, double t)

Cubic(Coordinate &c, double t)

Cubic(Config &q)

Cubic(Cubic &c)

Description: This class is designed to represent the path form of a cubic spiral, see

Figure 11. The inherited component is a Config. The Config represents

the cubic spiral's posture with Kappa value of zero. The additional

components are Avalue and Lvalue. The A-value is the area of the

cubic spiral curve. The Lvalue is the length of the cubic spiral.

class Cubic : public Config{
protected:

// Structure
double A_value;
double L value;

Figure 11: C++ Code Example Of Cubic Spiral Class Structure

14



IV. PATH ELEMENTS

The basis for path planning for the new technique of path control by curvature is to

provide the means to specially construct a path form for a particular use. This is accomplished

by designing templates that can take a desired path form as a parameter and bind them to a

specific behavior. These templates are called path elements and are the building blocks

utilized to construct a continual path for the robot to follow.

To accommodate these path elements in OOPS-MML, it requires only four templates

because the C++ paradigm allows overloading of functions. This affords a powerful yet

simplistic means to express robotic motion. Also, this directly supports the design goals of

providing a small set of clear concise instructions and allowing flexibility with parameters.

A. A PATH (Path)

A Path can be geometrically described in the path forms of a Line, Circle or Parabola

as illustrated in Figure 12. This path element is designed to allow the robot to follow a path

form indefinitely with no constraints placed upon it's starting or ending points. Therefore, the

path form values are used only to describe the path form itself.

1/ 1/ K>

Figure 12: Examples Of Path Element Forms

B. A FORWARD PATH (FPath)

A FPath can be geometrically described in the path forms of aLine or Circle as illustrated

in Figure 13. This path element is designed to allow the robot to follow a path form indefinitely
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with a constraint placed upon it's starting point. Therefore, the path form values are used for

two purposes. The first is to describe the path form itself. The second is to describe the starting

point the robot must enter to follow the path.

Figure 13: Examples Of Forward Path Element Forms

C. A BACKWARD PATH (BPath)

A BPath can be geometrically described in the path forms of a Line or Circle as illustrated

in Figure 14. This path element is designed to allow the robot to follow a path form with a

constraint placed upon it's ending or leaving point. Therefore, the path form values are used

for two purposes. The first is to describe the path form itself. The second is to describe the

point the robot must terminate following the path.

(: /k 1

Figure 14: Examples Of Backward Path Element Forms
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D. A POSTURE (Posture)

A Posture can be geometrically described in the path form of a Cubic. This is designed

to allow the robot to follow a cubic spiral with a specific starting and ending points. In order

for this to be a complete path element, it must be used in conjunction with another posture, in

front of a FPath or after a BPath as illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Examples Of Posture Combinations
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V. PATH CONSTRUCTION

Chapter IV introduced the foundation for Yamabico's path planning by defining four

path elements. In this chapter, we develop the concept to construct a path utilizing these path

elements. Figure 16 illustrates this concept with a path made up of three path elements in the

path forms of a Line, Circle and Line. The overall objective is to provide a smooth uniform

path for a rigid body robot to track. To accomplish .his we must establish the basis and modes

of interaction between the path elements.

Figure 16: A Path Build By Three Path Elements

A. THE FOUNDATION

The basis for constructing a path from path elements is to allow continuity of

progression. Formulating an order of progression is accomplished by representing a path as a

sequence of one or more path elements. Continuity is achieved by recursively linkr -

path element within the sequence to it's successor. In order to link consecutive path e It

we must establish if a relationship exists between them and if so what it is.

Table I illustrates the possible combinations of consecutive path elements. The shaded

blocks represent non-permissible combinations. Utilization of these results in an error and

termination of the program. The unshaded blocks represent permissible combinations and in

each block is an entry that defines their relationship. The relationships are the translatory
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modes from the path to it's successor. There are three types of translatory modes and each is

elaborated in the rest of this chapter.

B. TRANSLATORY MODES

1. Transition Required Mode (TRM)

This mode is utilized when the path element is a Path and it's successor is a BPath

or another Path. With this transition mode, two methods for behavior are possible. The first is

classified as an unbounded transition. Once the robot terminates the currentpath, it will simply

converge onto it's successor path. This behavior is dependent upon the robot' s proximity to

the successor and it's current value for sO. Unbounded transitions are caused by the path

elements having no common intersect coordinates. Three examples of two parallel Path

elements in Line object form and their behavior are shown in Figure 17. For each, the robot

terminates p1 immediately upon addition of p2 to the sequence.

(a) vce p

pl

(b)2
so

vehicle
(C)2E L

Figure 17: Examples Of Unbounded Behavior Between Parallel Line Object Paths
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The second is classified as a bounded transition. Bounded transition is utilized

when a path element and it's successor have common intersect coordinates. This transition

is formulated by the path projection method [5]. The method with the current value for sO

projects simulated tracks to determine when to leave a path element in order to achieve an

optimum transition path. An optimum transition path is one that leaves the current path

element at the shortest distance from the intersection and does not cross the successor's

path. The distance is formulated by binary gates of multiples of sO. Figure 17 depicts four

projected tracks resulting in t4 as the optimum track with a leaving distance of 1.75s0.

PI F-
p1

tQ t4 t3 tI .

p2

Figure 18: Transition Projections Between Two Parallel Straight Lines

Although these are the general concepts for formulating both transitions, their

behavior may be slightly modified dependant on the path forms. Therefore it is necessary to

show the idiosyncrasies of each combination of path forms.
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a. Line and Circle Objects

(1) Unbounded Behavior. When a Line object and Circle object are non-

intersecting, , termination point on the current path element is calculated. This point is the

closest distance from the Line object to the center of the Circle object. Figure 19 illustrates the

behavior when the Line and Circle objects have the same directionality. Figure 20 illustrates

the behavior when the Line and Circle objects have different directionality.

Figure 19: Examples Of Unbounded Behavior Between Line And Circle Objects Having

Similar Directionality

Figure 20: Examples Of Unbounded Behavior Between Line And Circle Objects Having

Different Directionality
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(2) Bounded Behavior. When a Line Object and a Circle object are

intersected, there are normally two intersect coordinates to consider. They are defined as

upwind and downwind intersect points. Thus, the transition point is dependant on the position

of the robot. If the robot is outside of the circle then the upwind intersection point is used in

the path projection method, see Figure 21 (a). If the robot is inside of the circle, then the

downwind intersection point is used in the path projection method, see Figure 21 (b).

vehicle veil

(a) (b)

Figure 21: Examples Of Bounded Behavior Between Line And Circle Objects

b. Line and Parabola Transitions

(1) Unbounded Behavior. When a Line and Parabola objects that are non-

intersecting, a termination point on the current path element is calculated. Although, this point

is the closest distance from the Line object to the focus of the Parabola object. Figure 22

illustrates the behavior when Line and Parabola objects have the same directionality. Figure

23 illustrates the behavior when the Line and Parabola objects have different directionality.

(2) Bounded Behavior. When a Line Object and a Parabola object are

intersected, transitions are the same as for Line and Circle objects. If the robot is outside of the

Parabola object then the upwind intersection point is used in the path projection method, see

Figure 24 (a). If the robot is inside of the parabola then the downwind intersection point is used

in the path projection method, see Figure 24(b).
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Figure 22: Examples Of Unbounded Behavior Between Line And Parabola Objects Having

Same Directionality

Figure 23: Examples Of Unbounded Behavior Between Line And Parabola Objects Having

Different Directionality

A

(a) (b)

Figure 24: Examples Of Bounded Behavior Between Line And Parabola Objects
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c. Circle and Circle Transitions

(1) Unbounded Behavior. When Circle and Circle objects are non-

intersecting, a Line object is inserted between their center coordinates. This converts the

behavior to a bound behavior. Figure 25 illustrates this insertion of aLine object between the

Circle objects.

Figure 25: Examples Of Non-Intersecting Circle Objects And Insertion Of A Line Object

(2) Bounded Behavior. When Circle and Circle objects intersect,

transitions are the same as for Line and Circle objects. The upwind intersection point is used

in the path projection method, see Figure 26.

Figure 26: Examples Of Intersecting Circle Objects

2. Transition Required at Endpoint Mode (TREM)

This mode is utilized when the robot's path element is a BPath and it's successor is

a Path or another BPath. In this mode, the behavior is similar to the unbounded behavior of
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Line objects. The termination point for the robot to project it's image onto the successor is

predetermined by the user, see Figure 27.

Figure 27: Examples Of BPath Line Object And Line Objects

3. Transition Required by Cubic Spiral Mode (CSM)

This mode is utilized when the path element is either a BPath or a Posture and their

successor is a FPath or a Posture. In this case, a cubic spiral curve is created and inserted

between the path elements.

Sm "-.-- , • ,.• , • ,.._ ... .............:;•..

Figure 28: Examples Of Cubic Spirals For A Posture To FPath And A BPath To FPath
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VI. OOPS-MML COMMANDS

The OOPS-MML commands are function calls utilized by a user for creating a program

to outline and control a robot's behavior. These commands are logically broken down into

three categories, as seen in Figure 29. Parameter commands include function calls that

establish characteristics for behaviors and provide communications between the user's

program and the robot. Stationary commands include function calls utilized for stopping robot

motion or that have being motionlessness as a prerequisite. The motion commands include

functions calls used for robot motion and path planning. Actual code for each of these is in

Appendix B.

OOPS- MML

Parameter Stationa M
ComnsComma nds Commands]

Figure 29: OOPS-MML's Command Function Schema

Within these categories, there are certain functions that are similar. These functions are

designed to allow a desired command to either take effect sequentially or immediately.

Sequential functions are loaded into a buffer and take effect in the same order they appeared

in the user's program. Immediate functions take effect as soon as they are called. Normally

immediate functions are utilized in conjunction with a conditional statement or branch in the

user' s program.

A. THE PARAMETER COMMANDS

1. Set Size Constant (Set_SO)

Syntax: void Set_SO(double s)
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Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to set the size constant sO for the tracking

algorithm. This parameter defines an intended sharpness for the

curvature. The greater the sO the more intense or sharper the curvature.

The default value for sO is 15 cm.

2. Reset Size Constant (Reset-SO)

Syntax: void ResetSO(double s)

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized to reset the size constant sO for the tracking

algorithm on the fly.

3. Set Robot Speed (Speed)

Syntax: void Speed(double s)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to set the intended speed for the robot. The robot

will srhoothly accelerate to this speed utilizing the value for acceleration.

The default value is 30 cm/sec and the maximum allowed is 60 cm/sec.

4. Reset Robot Speed (Reset-Speed)

Syntax: void ResetSpeed(double s)

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized to reset the robot's speed on the fly.

5. Set Robot Acceleration (SetAce)

Syntax: void Set_AccO

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to set the robot's acceleration. The acceleration

is utilized for the rate of increase or decrease to achieve the desired speed.

The default value is 20 cm/sec squared.
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6. Reset Robot Acceleration (ResetAcc)

Syntax: void ResetAcc0

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized to reset the robot's acceleration on the fly.

7. Set Robot Configuration (SetRob)

Syntax: -oid SetRob(double x, double y, double t)

void Set_Rob(double x, double y, double t, double k)

void Set_Rob(double x, double y, double t, double k, double s)

void Set_Rob(Config &q)

void Set_Rob(Vehicle &q)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to set the odometer when the robot's mode is

stationary. It sets all components of the robot odometer structure to the

referenced structure's compatible components. If a Config structure is

passed the robot's speed and omega values are set to zero. Normally used

at the start of the OOPS -MML user program, it can be utilized throughout

given the robot's mode condition is satisfied

8. Set Robot Configuration (Reset-Rob)

Syntax: void ResetRob(double x, double y, double t)

void ResetRob(Config &q)

void ResetRob(Config &q)

void ResetRob(Vehicle &q)

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized to set the odometer on when the robot's mode is

either stationary or moving. It sets the _X, _Y andTheta components of

the robot odometer structure to the referenced structure's compatible

components. It is normally used to instantaneously correct robot
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odometery errors. The kappa or omega of the robot should not be reset

since both are calculated in relation to remaining or converging onto the

current path element and an instantaneous change would not take into

account the current path. In Figure 30, the robot is tracking with an

odometry error. In this case, ResetRob is used to reset the robot

odometer to the actual or correct position.

Figure 30: ResetRob Function

9. Get Robot Configuration (Get-Rob)

Syntax: void Get.Rob(Config &q)

void GetRob(Vehicle &q)

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized when the robot's mode is either stationary or

moving. It retrieves the current robot odometer settings. This is

accomplished by replacing the compatible components of the structure

sent with the robot odometer settings

10. Get Current Buffer Object (GetBuf)

Syntax: void GetBuf(List &q)

Type: Immediate
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Description: This function is utilized to obtain the current record object from the buffer.

This is accomplished by replacing the compatible components of the

class object sent with the current record object of the buffer.

11. Trace Robot (TraceRobot)

Syntax: void TraceRobot0

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to record the robot's movements to a file. The file

contains the robot's odometer coordinates as it tracks the path. This can

be utilized to scrutinize the data or to provide a means to represent the

path two dimensionality with GNUPLOT.

12. Trace Simulator (Trace-Sim)

Syntax: void TraceSimre

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to record the robot's movements to a file. The file

contains the robot's odometer settings and sonar returns as it tracks the

path. This can be utilized to scrutinize the data or to provide a means to

represent the robot's behavior in a two or three dimensional simulator.

13. Enable Sonar Group (Enable-Sonar)

Syntax: void EnableSonar(int g)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to enable sonar group g. Once enabled, the group

will become active and provide distance information from each specific

sonar return.

14. Disable a Sonar (Disable-Sonar)

Syntax: void DisableSonar(int g)

Type: Sequential
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Description: This function is utilized to disable sonar group g. Once disabled the group

will become inactive and stop providing distance information.

B. STATIONARY COMMANDS

1. Stop Robot (Stop)

Syntax: void Stopo

Type: Immediate

Description: This function is utilized to stop the robot and to clear the existing buffer.

Once this command is received the robot will decelerate to a smooth stop.

The robot will then remain motionless and wait for a new command to be

activated.

2. Stop Robot at a Specific Configuration (Stop)

Syntax: void Stop(double x, double y, double t)

void Stop(Config &q)

void Stop(Cubic &c)

Type: Sequential

Description: This Function is utilized to stop the robot at a particular place. Once this

command is activated the robot will construct a path from a cubic spiral

and stop by smoothly decelerating at the desired location. The robot will

then remain motionless and wait for a new command to be activated.

3. Terminate Program (End)

Syntax: void End()

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to terminate the user's program. Once this

command is activated the robot will decelerate to smooth stop and

terminate the user's program.
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4. Halt Robot Motion (Halt)

Syntax: void Halt()

Type: immediate

Description: This function is utilized to suspend robot motion. Once this command is

received the robot will decelerate in smooth manner and remain

motionless until the resume command is activated.

5. Resume Robot Motion (Resume)

Syntax: void Resumeo

Type: immediate

Description: This function is utilized to resume robot motion. This command is used

only after the command to halt the robot is activated. Once this command

is received the robot will resume in the same manner as before it

encounter the halt command.

6. Rotate Number of Degrees (Rotate)

Syntax: void Rotate(double d)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to rotate the robot a specific number of degrees.

The robot's current orientation will only increase or decrease dependent

on the sign of the desired change.

7. Rotate to Theta (RotateTo)

Syntax: void RotateTo(double d)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to rotate the robot to the desired orientation. The

rotational directions will rotate in the most efficient way required to

obtain the desired orientation.
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C. MOTION COMMANDS

1. Move While Tracking a Path (Path).

Syntax: void Path(double x, double y, double t)

void Path(double x, double y, double t, double k)

void Path(Config &q)

void Path(Line &q)

void Path(Circle &q)

void Path(Parabola)

void Path(Line &, Coordinate&)

void Path(double dx, double dy, double dt, double fx, double fy)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized toaccommnodate the motion control and behavior

of the path element defined as a Path. The robot will follow the

appropriate path form desired from the specified parameters.

2. Move While Tracking a. Forward Path (FPath)

Syntax: void FPath(double x, double y, double t)

void FPath(double x, double y, double t, double k)

void FPath(Config &q)

void FPath(Line &q)

void FPath(Circle &q)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to accommodate the motion control and behavior

of the path element defined as a FPath. The robot will generate a cubic

spiral path form to enter and follow the appropriate path form desired

from the specified parameters, see Figure 31.
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Figure 3 1: Example Of Forward Path Tracking

3. Move while Tracking a Backward Path (BPath)

Syntax: void BPath(double x, double y, double t)

void BPath(double x, double y, double t, double k)

void BPath(Config &q)

void BPath(Line &q)

void BPath(Circle &q)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to accommodate the motion control and behavior

of the path element defined as a BPath. See Figure 32. The robot as

depicted in case one will follow the appropriate path form desired to the

specified parameters. If the robot's position is beyond the specified

parameters as depicted in case two. There are two possibilities. The first

is the robot willcome to a stop as soon as possible if there is no successor.

The second is if there is a successor then the a path will be generated from

that robot position.
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CASE 1 - Line Tracking CASE 2 - Stop as Soon as
Possible

imA .

(q.x, q.y)

vehicle vehicle

Figure 32: Examples Of Backward Path Tracking

4. Move While Tracking a Cubic Spiral (Posture)

Syntax: void Posture(double x, double y, double t)

void Posture(Cubic &q)

void Posture(Config &q)

Type: Sequential

Description: This function is utilized to accommodate the motion control and behavior

of the path element defined as Posture. The robot as depicted in Figure

33, will generate and follow the cubic spiral path form from its current

location to the specified parameters.

5. Leave Current Path Element (Skip)

Syntax: void Skip()

Type: Immediate
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Description: This function is utilized to follow the next path element in the buffer. The

current path element will be removed and the robot will project it's image

to the next path element in the buffer.

vehicle

q3

Figure 33: Example Of Posture To Posture Tracking
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VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The OOPS- MML system architecture schema is shown in Figure 34. The general concept

is relatively still intact when compared to MML. Flow of control is from left to right and right

to left movement is reserved for feedback. The remainder ot this chapter is devoted to the

idiosyncrasies of each module.

U

r -0 -: lip

Figure 34: QOPS-MML System Architecture Schema

A. INITIALIZER MODULE

This module is the f'irst stage in the flow of control. It is automatically started upon

program execution. One of the functions of this module is to initialize global variables to

default values. The other function, which has to written upon installation of the new board.

will perform the initial setup and loading of registers.

B. USER PROGRAM MODULE

This module is the second stage in the flow of control. It is the detailed program written

by the user to outline the intended behavior for the robot. The program is written utilizing the

OOPS-MML function calls described in Chapter VI. To illustrate this, Figure 35 (a) shows an

intended path and Figure 35 (b) shows the body of a user program. As you can see from the
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program, path 1 is defined in the path form of a Line and path2 in the path form of a Circle.

The path elements chosen where FPath for the Line and BPath for the Circle. With these

established, the only other functions required are SetRob and End, since default values could

have been utilized instead of the additional commands. However, these commands are

included to facilitate using this example tnroughout the rest of this chapter to gain itisight into,

the process.

Define Path Forms

(a) (b) Line path 1(0.0,0)

Circle path2(1.0,0.1)

//Define Characteristics and Path

Speed(10)
SetRob(pathl)

FPath(path 1)

SetSo(15)

SetAcc(10)

ResetSpeed(30)

BPath(path2)

End()

Figure 35: Example Of A Desired Behavior And The User Program

C. INTREPRETER MODULE

This module is the third stage in the flow of control and is the black box that incorporates

all OOPS-MML function calls. It's primary function is to interpret the user program. The basis

of interpretation is dependent on the temporal type of the specific function calls.

1. Immediate Functions

Functions of this temporal type are interpreted and then processed directly. All

immediate functions, except for the Skip() function, are designed to instantaneously change

one or more components in the Vehicle class object declared as Robot. For instance, the

Reset _Speed(sp) function instantaneously sets the component for speed in Robot. The
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controller module continually utilizes the current speed value in Robot to calculate motion.

Thus, the robot accelerates or decelerates dependent upon the desired speed.

2. Sequential Functions

Functions of this temporal type are interpreted and then loaded into a command

buffer. An example of the loaded command buffer for this user program is provided at the end

of this subsection in Figure 37. For comprehension, an explanation of the background

structure and construction process is necessary.

a. The Command Buffer

The command buffer is implemented as a linked list of buffer objects. Each

buffer object is generic and is able to accommodate any command. This is accomplished by

being able to cast a Config pointer to a Config object or any object below it in the inheritance

schema, see Figure 36.

1Category IClassification Status config* Variable I Vanable 2

LiW Circ t140e C"UbC

Figure 36: A Buffer Object

b. Interpretation of the Motion Category

Commands in this category define the four path elements. Once a path element

command is received, it is loaded into the buffer with an incomplete status and the interpreter

is placed in a pending status. Pending status freezes the buffer to any additional commands. In

order for these statuses to be changed, a successor must be received and processed. When the

successor is received, path elements are tested for compatibility. If they are found to be
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compatible, appropriate actions are taken to process the requirements to obtain the specific

transitory mode. Once this is accomplished, interpreter status is changed to non-pending, the

transitory command is loaded onto the command buffer and then the previous command's

status is changed to complete.

in the case of the user program in Figure 35. the successor to the FPath is a

BPath. These are compatible and the transitory mode is TRM. Thus, they are tested for their

transition behavior. These path forms have a common intersection point and will exhibit a

bounded transition behavior by utilizing the path projection method. Once this is

accomplished, the interpreter's status is changed to non-pending, the intersect command is

loaded onto the buffer and then the FPath's command status is changed to complete. The

intersect command houses the intersect of the path forms as a Config and the multiple for sO

in the variable one slot.

c. Interpretation of the Parameter and Stationary Categories

The commands in the parameter category define characteristics of motion. The

commands in the stationary category provide special motion capabilities. These commands

can be interpreted relatively easily, since they are stand alone functions. Although, when they

are loaded to the command buffer dependents solely on the status of the interpreter.

When the interpreter is in the non-pending status mode, commands are

processed and loaded directly onto the command buffer. As can be surmised from the previous

paragraphs, a status of non-pending is usually only realized at the start of the program before

any motion commands.

When the interpreter is in the pending status mode. The commands are unable

to be loaded into the command buffer, since it is frozen against additional commands.

However, the requirement to process these commands still exists because they are in between

path elementcommands. Although in order to process them, there is an additional requirement

to maintain them in their proper sequential order. This is accomplished by utilization of a wait

buffer. The wait buffer is identical to the command buffer but is inaccessible to the controller
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module. This wait buffer houses the additional commands until they can be down loaded into

the command buffer. This takes place after the interpreter's status has changed to non-

pending, the transitory command has been placed on the buffer and the previous command's

status has changed to complete. When the wait buffer is empty the interpreter's status is placed

back in the pending mode.

Stationary End Complete Config* Null Null Null

Motion FuIllPath Complete Config* Circle Nutll Null

Parameter Set-Acc Complete Config* NullT 10 !Null

Parameter Set_SO Complete Config* Null 15 Null

Motion Intersect Complete Config* Config 1.75 Null

Motion IPartialPa Complete Confg* Line Null Null

Stationary SetRob Completef Config* Config Null Null

Parameter Speed Complete Config* Null 10 Null

Figure 37: Example Of Loaded Buffer For User Program

D. CONTROLLER MODULE

This module is the fourth stage in the flow of control and is the black box that controls

intended robotic behaviorisms. This is achieved by executing each command in the command

buffer. Figure 38 (a) shows the logic behind the main controller module. This module

continually reads the top of the command buffer and directs the flow of execution to the

appropriate category module. Termination is realized in the event of an error or upon
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execution of an Endcommand.Figure 38 (b) shows the logic behind the main motion category

module. This module directs the flow of execution to the specific motion classification

module.

(a) while (! TERMINATE ) (b) switch (Buffer.Topo.ClassO)

switch (Buffer.TopO.Catagoryo) case INTERSECT

case Parameter ExecuteintersectCommandO
break

ExecuteParameter_CommandsO case FULLPATH

break
case Stationary ExecuteFullPathCommando

break
ExecuteS tationaryCommandsO case PARTIALPATH
break

case Motion ExecutejartialPathCommando
break

Execute.Motion CommandsO case CUBIC-SPIRAL
break

case Error ExecuteCubicSpiralCommandO

TERMINATE = YES break

break end switch

end switch

Figure 38: Example Of Logic For Execute Buffer And Execute Motion Commands

Each specific motion classification module basically provides two things. The first is the

decision of whether or not to remove the command from the buffer. The second is the means

to calculate a new Kappa to follow or converge onto the current path. An example for handling

the intersect command is shown in Figure 39. If the transition point is reached the command

is removed from the buffer. If not, the robot's image is projected onto the current path and a

new kappa is calculated. Upon completion of this module the process will simply start over at

the top. Actual code for the control module is in Appendix C.
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Figure 39: Example Of Logic For Executing Intersect Commands
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF WORK

The main thrust of this paper is to establish that an object-orien'-d approach for a mobile

based robot control language is not only feasible but is highly desirable. This approach

allowed us the following:

"• The means to specify a complete abstract description of the path forms.

"• The capabilities to build new path forms by composing or specializing existing ones.

"* A way to describe path form interactions amongst themselves and or with the higher level
abstractions such as path elements.

"• The means to implement each of theses abstractions in a modular way.

Allowance of these supported the overall design goal of creating a language that would

"stand the test of time" and directly supported the following design goals of:

• Easy implementation of refinements and or advancements.

"• Maximum efficiency.

- Utilization of structures that provide maximum growth potential.

Implementation of OOPS-MML in the C++ language not only enhanced the realization

of an object-oriented approach, it's idioms provided the means to directly support the

remaining design goals. Specifically in:

* Creating a small set of clear, concise instructions.

"* Allowing greater flexibility with parameters.

- Providing backward compatibility with existing code.

The thing lacking in this paper is the demonstration of the language with the real robot.

This is because full implementation of OOPS-MML was predicated on the installation of a

new central processing unit and mother board. Nevertheless there are two reasons for being

confident that the methodology presented in this paper is absolutely sound. The first is given

the fact that currently a control system utilizing path control by curvature has been realized by

patch working the current MML. This has proven quite successful in tracking path elements

and is the same system employed in OOPS-MML. Although with the exception of the
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algorithms being written in C. The second reason is due to the intense testing on the concepts

[5] and simulation performance of OOPS-MML.

B. FUTURE RESEARCH

The power and beauty of OOPS-MML is that it was conceived and designed to be a

"foundation for growth". Although in order to realize this, the first step is to fully implement

it upon arrival of the new components. This can be done preferably by converting the existing

low level modules to C++ or if need be, by interfacing with the existing C code. Once fully

implemented though, growth potential and future research are limitless due to the abstract

nature of the foundation. The remaining of the chapter elaborates a few.

1. Robot Agility

Path planning is relatively simple for a human being by virtue of their vast agility.

Although Yamabico may never be able to vertical climb, jump or instantaneously move

sideways, it is capable of following an endless supply of path elements and combinations

thereof. Future research for greater agility could be realized by increasing the existing

permissible combinations such as Parabola to Circle or vice versa. Creation of different path

forms is also another avenue, such as an Ellipse of a Hyperbola.

2. Navigator

The navigator could provide a dead reckoning position from known land marks.

This information could either be used by other peripherals or provide for automatic Vehicle

object component correction.

3. Mission Planner

The mission planner could be able to generate a optimum paths based upon specific

missions such as mail delivery. It could also be dynamic and provide for obstacle avoidance

or possible revisions to the optimum path based on current availability and information.
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APPENDIX A: C++ CODE OF CLASSES

#ifndef Coord_H
#define Coord_-

#include <iostream.h>

class Coordinate

public:

/IStructure
double X;
double Y;

/1Constructors
Coordinateo,
Coordinate(double. double);
Coordinate(const Coordinate&);

//Destructor
virtual -Coord-,•tO() }

//Operators
Coordinate& operator=(const Coordinate&);

/ Friend Functions
friend ostream &operator<<(ostream&, Coordinate&);
friend istream &operator>>(istream&, Coordinate&);

//Inline Mutators
void set x(double x) _ X = x;
void set y(double y) -_Y = y; }
void set(double x, double y) ( X = x; _Y =y; I

/Inline Accessors
double X0 const return _X; I
double Y( const return _Y,

//Utilities
virtual double distance(Coordinate&. Coordinate&);

#endif
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#include "coord.h"
#include <math.h>
//Constructors
Coordinate :: Coordinate()

X =0
_Y 0;

Co, - nate :: Coordinate(double x. double y)

Y =Y;

Coordinate :: Coordinate(const Coordinate &p)

X = p._X;
_Y = p._Y,

//Operators
Coordinate&
Coordinate:: operator-=(const Coordinate &p)

X = p._X;
_Y = p._Y;

return *this;

/Friend Functions
ostream &operator<<(ostream &strm, Coordinate &p)

return str i•c< "(" << p.X << "" << p._Y <<);

istream &operator>>(istream &sirra, Coordinate &p)

double x.y;
char c;

if ( strm >> x)

if ( strm >> c)

if( c-',)

if( strm >> y)

p.set(x. y);
return strm;

stnn.clear( ios::badbit I sirm.rdstateO );
return strm:

//Utilities
double
Coordinate distance(Coordinate &pl, Coordinate &p2 )

float dx = pl._X - p2._X,
float dy =pl._Y - p2._Y;
return sqrt( dx*dx + dy*dy);
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ifndef Config-H
#define Configj-l

#include "coord.h'
rinclude <iostream.h>

class Line
class Circle;
class Parabola;

class Config :pi~lic Coordinate

public:

/1Structure
double -Theta;
double -Kappa;

/1Constructors
Configo;
Config(double. double, double);
Config(double. double, double, double);
Config(double. double, double, double, double);
Config(const Config&);
Con fig(const Config*);

/1Destructor
virtual -Config()I

IIOperators
Config& operator--(const Config&);
friend ostrearn &operator<<(ostrearn&. Config&);
friend ostream &operator«<(ostrearn&. Config*);

IIInline Mutator
void set-theta(double t) I _heta =t-I
void set~kappa(double k) I jKappa = k;

HI Inline Accessor
double Theta()f return -Theta;
double Kappa() ( return _Kappa; I

IIUtilities
double distance(Config&. Config&);

IIVirual Fundtions
virtual void set(Config*);
virtual Config intersects(Line&);
virtual Config intersects(Circle&);
virtual Config intersects(Parabola&);
virtual Con fig imageo;
virtual int Transition(Config&, double);
virtual int Complete(Config&);
virtual Con fig Pro ject jmageo;
virtual void Project.start-image(Con fig&, double),

double Project -Dclta-dist(Config&);
double Project-Kappa(Config&. double);
double Project-Delta.theta(double. double);
friend double Plroject-Update..config(Con fig&, Config&);
int Project..Transition(Con fig&)-,

#endif
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include "config.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "vehicle.h"
#include "util.h'
#include <math.h>
#include <iomanip~h>

//External Reference for Image Distance from Next Intersection
extem double PDist;

//external Reference for Projection
extern Vehicle Projection;
extem Vehicle Robot;

I/Constructors
Config:: Config0

Coordinate()

Theta = 0;
Kappa = 0;

Config :: Config(double x, double y, double t)
Coordinate(xy)

Theta = t;
Kappa = 0;

Config :: Config(double x. double y, double t. double k)
Coordinate(x, y)

Theta = t;
-Kappa = k.

Config :: Config(const Config &temp)
Coordinate(temp._X. temp.Y)

Theta = temp.-Theta;
-Kappa = temp.-Kappa;

Config :: Config(const Config *temp)
Coordinate(temp->_X, temp->_Y)

Theta = temp->-Theta:
-Kappa = temp->_Kappa;

//Operators
Config&
Config :: operator=(const Config &c)

X = c.X;
Y =c_Y;

-Theta = c._Theta;
-Kappa = c.-Kappa;
return *this;

//Friend Functions
ostream &operator<<(ostream &strrm Config &p)

return strm << "( setprecision(2) << p._X
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"<< < setprecision(2) <<p._Y
<<. <<setprecision(l) << p.-Theta *RADDEG

<< <<setprecision(2) << p.-Kappa

ostreamn &operator<<(ostream &strm. Config *p)

return strm << << setprecision(2) <<« --
<< <<setprecision(2) <<« --

<< << setprecision(1) << p-> -Theta * RADDEG
<< <<setprectsion(2) << p->-Kappa

Y1 Utilities
void
Config ::set(Config *v)

.X ~v->-X:

-Theta = v->_Theta;
-Kappa = v->_Kappa;

double
Config :: distance(Config &cl, Config &c2)

return ((cl...Y - c2.-Y) * cos(c2...Theta) -
(cl._X - c2.-X) * sin(c2...T~heta));

int
Con fig ::Transition(Config & Intersect, double Mult)

double Image...dist =Coordinate:: distance( *this, Intersect);
double Trans-dist =Mult * Robot-s00,;
if (fabs(Iniage..dist) <= Transdist)

return 1;

else

return 0;

int
Config: Complete(Config &Stop.Config)

double Epsilon = 0.5;
double Image~dist =Coordinate::distance( *this. Stop..Config);

if ( fabs(Image~dist) <= Epsilon)
return 1;

else
return 0;

Config
Config :: ntersects(Line &1)

cout << "Entered con fig: intersects line\n" <<flush;
return *this-,
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Config
Config :: intersects(Circle &c)

cout << "Entered config::intersects circle \n" << flush.
return *this-

Config
Config :: intersects(Parabola &p)

cout << "Entered config::intersects Parabola n" << flush.
return *this-

Config
Config :: image()

cout << "Entered config::image \n" << flush;
return *this;

Config
Config :: ProjectnimageO

cout << "Entered Config::Project-image\,n" << flush;
return *this;

void
Config :: ProjectStart-image(Config &I, double M)

cout << "Entered Config::Project Start.image \n" << flush;

int
Config :: ProjectTransition(Copfig &CurrentPath)

double image-dist = Coordinate::distance(*this. Current Path);

if ( (fabs(PDist) < 0.01) && (fabs(Projection.-Theta - _Theta) < 0.0175))

return 1;

else

return 0;
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#ifndef Vehicle-H
#define VehicleH

krinclude "config~h"
#include *util.h"
#include <math~h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomaniuph>

class Vehicle: public Config

public:

H1 Structure
double _.Speed;
double -Omega;
double _SO;
double _L_Accel;
double _RAccel;

IiConstructors
Vehicleo;
Vehicle(double~double.double.double);
Vehicle(double.double.double,double~double).
Vehicle(Vehicle&);
Vehjcle(Vehicle*);

HI Destructor
virtual -Vehicle()

HI Operators
Vehicle &operator=(Vehicle&);
Vehicle &operator=(Config*);

IInline, Mutators
void set Speed(double s) ( .Speed = s;
void set.Omega(double o)- f .Omega o0;
void setSO(double s) ( _SIT s;
void set_L_Accel(double a) _L.LAccel = a.
void setRAccel(double r) RAccel = r

IInline Accessors
double Speedo() return _Speed;
double Omega() ( return _Omega; I
double sO() ( return -SO; I
double L..Accel() return ...L...Accel;
double R..Accel() (return _R.Accel;

1/Friend Functions
friend ostreani &operator<<(ostream&. Vehicle&);

HI Utilities
double Delta~dist(Config&);
double Kappa_.Value(Config&. double);
double Deltajtheta(double. double);
friend void Updatesconfig(Config&. Config&);

#endif
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#include "vehicle.h"

//Global Variables used for Control Phase
extern Vehicle Robot;
double delta_time = .0 1;

/Global Variables used for Interpet Phase
extern Vehicle Projection;
double PDist;

I/Constructors
Vehicle:: Vehicle()

Config0

Speed = 0;
-Omega = 0;
-S0 = 15;
_LRAccel = 20;
R_Accel = 10;

Vehicle:: Vehicle(double x. double y. double t, double k)
Config(x,y,t.k)

_Speed = 30;
_Omega = 30 * k,
-SO = 15;
LAccel = 20;

_R_Accel = 10;

Vehicle:: Vehicle(double x. double y. double t, double k, double s)
Config(x.yt~k)

_Speed = s;
Omega = s * k;

-SO = 15;
_LAccel = 20;
_RAccel = 10;

Vehicle:: Vehicle(Vehicle &t)
Config(t._X. t._Y, t._Theta. LKappa)

Speed = t._ Seed;

_Omega = t.mega;
-SO = t._SO;
_LAccel = t._L_Aciel;
_RAccel = t._R_Accel;

Vehicle:: Vehicle(Vehicle *t)
Config(t->_X, t->_Y. t->_Theta, t->_Kappa)

Speed = t-> Speed;

"_Omega = t-•>.mega;
-SO = t->_SO;
_L_Accel = t->_L.Accel;
_RAccel = t->_R_Accel;

Vehicle&
Vehicle :: operator=(Vehicle &v)

X = v._X;
Y = v._Y;
Theta = v._Theta;
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-Kappa = v._Kappa;
-Speed = v.-Speed;
_Omega = v.-Omega;
-SO = V.-SO.;
KLAccel = v...L-Accel;
-RAccel =v._RAccel,
return *this;

Vehicle&
Vehicle: operator--(Config *v)

X =v->-X;
-Y =v->-Y
Theta = v.>_Theta;

-Kappa = v->-.Kappa;
return *this;

IIFriend Functions
ostream &operator<<c(ostream &strm. Vehicle &v)

return Atrm << << setprecision(3) << v._X
< < < setprecision(3) << v._Y
<< <<setprecision(3) << v...Theta' RAD.-DEG
<< <<setprecision(2) << v._Kappa
<< <<setprecision(1) <<v.3peed
<< <<setprecision(2) << v...Omega
<< <<setprecision(2) <<v...SO
"<< < setprecision(2) <<v._LAccel
<< < setprecision(2) << v...R.Accel

IfUltilities
double Delta~dist(Config &path)

double dist;

/Calculate Distance to Path
dist =(-(Robot...X - path...X) * (path.-.Kappa

*(Robot.-X - path...X) + 2 * sin(path._Theta))
-(Robot.3Y - path._Y) * (path.-Kappa
*(Robot.... - path. Y) - 2'* cos(path..Theta)))
U( + sqrt(square(path.-.Kappa * (Robot....X - path...X)

+ sin(path...Theta)) + square(path.-.Kappa *(Robot...Y - path.-Y)

- cos(path....Theta))));IIReturn Distance to Path
return dist;,

double Kappa...Value(Config &image, double dist)

double k 1. 0/ Robot_-SO;
double A -30 0' k;
double B -A *'k,
double C =B *'k / 3.0;
double K =-((A * (Robot...Kappa - imag&e.Kappa))

+ (B'* norm(Robot._Theta - image._Theta))
+- (C'* min..range(dist. Robot._.SO)));

H/ Return Kappa required to get on Image
return K;



void Update-config(Config &path. Config &tmage)

double Delta_Theta;
double DeltaDist. DeltaDistl:
double Dist,
double New-Kappa;
double epsilon = 0.00001;

H Calculate Change of Distance the Robot Traveled
DeltaDist = DeltaDistl = delta-tune * Robot.SpeedO;

/Calculate Distance to path
Dist = Deltadist(image);

//Calculate Kappa to Path
New-Kappa = Robot.-Kappa + Kappa.Value(image. Dist) * DeltaDist;

H Calculate Change in Theta Required to Move onto Path
DeltaTheta = DeltaDist * New-Kappa;

H Check if Delta Theta is not Zero
if ('(DeltaTheta == 0))
Delta_Distl = Delta-Dist * (sin(DeltaTheta/2) I (DeltaLTheta/2));

/Calculate Vehicle X Position
Robot._X += (DeltaDistl * cos(Robot._Theta + (Delta.Theta/2.0)));

//Calculate Vehicle Y Position
Robot._Y += (DeltajDistl * sin(Robot._Theta + (Delta_Theta/2.0)));

H Calculate Vehicle Theta Value
Robot._Theta = norm(Robot. Theta + DeltaTheta);

H Calculate Vehicle Kappa Value
Rohot._Kappa = New-Kappa:

/Calculate Vehicle Omega Value
Robot.-Omega = Robot.SpeedO * New-Kappa.

void ProjectDelta-dist(Config &path)

H Calculate Distance to Path
PDist =( -(Projection._X - path._X) * (path.-Kappa

• (Projection._X - path..X) + 2 * sin(path. Theta))
- (Projection. Y - path._Y) * (path._Kappa
• (Projection._Y - path. Y) - 2 * cos(path._Theta)))
/(1 + sqrt(square(path.-Kappa * (Projection._X - path. X)
+ sin(path._Theta)) + square(path._Kappa * (Projection._Y -path._Y)
- cos(path._.Theta))));

double ProjectKappa(Config &image. double dist)

double k = 1.0 / Projection.-S0;
double A - 3.0 * k;
double B = A * k;
double C = B * k / 3.0;
double K = -((A * (Projection.-Kappa - image._Kappa))

+ (B * norm(Projection. Theta - image._Theta))
+ (C * minjrange(dist. Projection._SO)));

return K;
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double ProjectUpdate config(Config &path. Config &image)

double DeltaTheta,
double DeltaDist. DeltaDistl;
double Dist;
double NewKappa;
double epsilon = 0.00001;

//Calculate Change of Distance the Robot Traveled
/I Delta-Dist = DeltaDistl = deltajtime * Projection. Speedo;

DeltaDist = 1,
// Calculate Distance to path

ProjectDeltajdist(image);

/Calculate Kappa to Path
NewKappa = Projection._Kappa + ProjectKappa(image. PDist) * DeltaDist;

/Calculate Change in Theta Required to Move onto Path
Delta.Theta = DeltaDist * NewKappa;

/Check if Delta Theta is not Zero
if (!(DeltaTheta == 0))
DeltaDistl = DeltaDist * (sin(DeltaTheta/2) / (DeltaThetaI2));

H Calculate Vehicle X Position
Projection._X += (DeltaDistl * cos(Projection._Theta + (Delta Theta/2.0)));

H Calculate Vehicle Y Position
Projection._Y += (DeltaDistl * sin(Projection._Theta + (Delta Theta/2.0)));

//Calculate Vehicle Theta Value
Projection._Theta = norm(Projection. Theta + Delta-Theta);

/Calculate Vehicle Kappa Value
Projection.-Kappa = NewKappa;

/ Calculate Vehicle Omega Value
Projection.-Omega = Projection.Speed() * NewKappa;

return Delta-Dist;
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#ifndef Lme-H

#define Line-H

#include 'config.h"

class Circle;
class Parabola;

class Line : public Config

public:

I/ Structure
Coordinate -P2;
double kA;
double -BB;
double _C;

//Constructors
LineO;
Line(double. double, double);
Line(double. double, double, double);
Line(Coordinate&, Coordinate&);
Line(const Line&);

//Destructor
virtual -Line()

IIOperators
Line& operator(const Line&);
friend ostream& operator<<(ostream&. Line&);

1/Inline Accessors
double A0 const { return _A; I
double B0 const I return _B; )
double Co const I return SC;
Coordinate P2() return _P2;I

//Utilities
Config intersects(Line&);
Config intersects(Circle&);
Config intersects(Parabola&);
Config imageo;
Config ProjectjimageO;
void Project_Startimage(Config&. doubl-);

#endif
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#include "line.h"
#include 'circle.h"

rinclude "parabola.h"
#include "vehicle.h"
#include "util.h"
kinclude <math.h>

extern Vehicle Robot:
extern Vehicle Projection;

/Constructors
Line :: Line()

Config()

P2 CoordinateO;
A =0;B =0O;
C =0:

Line:: Line(double x. double y. double t)
Config(x. y, t, 0)

double tI = DEG-RAD * t;
_P2 = Coordinate( (x + 10 * cos(tl)). (y - 10 * sin(tl)));

A = P2. -_Y;
B = x - _P2._X;

-C = LP2._X * y) - (x * P2. Y);

Line:: Line(double x. double y. double t, double k)
Config(x, y, t * DEGRAD. k)

double tl = DEGRAD* t*
_P2 = Coordinate( (x + 10 * cos(tl)). (y - 10 * sin(tl)));

A = P2.. -y;
_B = x - _P2._X;

C = LP2._X * y) - (x * P2._Y);

Line:: Line(Coordinate &pl, Coordinate &p2)
Config(pl.._X. pl._Y, 0. 0)

P2 = p2;
-A = p2.Y Y- pl._Y;
_B = pl..X- p2._X;
_C = (p2._X * pl._Y) - (pl.X * p2,_Y);
-Theta = atan2(p2._Y - pl._Y, p2._X - pl.X);

Line:: Line(const Line &l)
Config(l._X. I._Y. I._Theta. I._Kappa)

P2 = .P2;
-A =._A;
_B =1._B;
_C = I.C;

//Operators
Line&
Line :: operator=(const Line &L)

_X = L._X;
_Y = L._Y;
jheta = L.-Theta;
Kappa = L._Kappa;

_P2 = L.22;
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-A =L._A
-B L._B;
-C =L._C,
return *this;

1/Friend Functions
ostreamn &operatorc<<(ostreamn &stxm. Line &p)

return strm«.< «<<p._X

<< )<< p.P2()..X
<<7 <<p.P20)..Y
<< << «p._Theta RAD_DEG;
<<. O <<cp.A()
<< x+ << P.B()

< Y+*' <<p.CO;.

IIUtilities
Conbfg
Line ::intersects(Line &L)

double x-.
double y;

IICalculate X Intersect
x = (-cos(L._Theta)*((_X*sin( Theta)).(_Y*cos(_Theta)))

+cosCTheta)*((L._X*sin(L...Theta))-(L._Y * cos(L._Theta)) "
Isin(L.-Theta - -Theta);

1/Calculate Y Intersect
y =(sin(_heta)*((L....X*sin(L.-Theta))-(L.-Y~cos(T- -Theta)))

-sin(L._Theta)*((..X*sin(_Theta))-.LY*cosLTheta))))
/sin(L...Theta - _Theta);

H/ Return Intersect Posture
return Config(x. y, L.-nTeta);

Config
Line ::intersects(Circle &C)

IILocal Variables
double A-clist;
double B-dist;
double Phi;
Coordinate Image;
Coordinate Intersecil;
Coordinate Intersect2;
Contig Intersect.

iCalculate distance from center to a perpendicular point on line
A-dist = (C...Center...Y - _Y)'* cos(_Theta) - (C._Center._X - _X) sin( Theta):

/Calculate
Image._X = C.Centero._X +. A_dist sinCýTheta);
Irnage._Y =C.Centero._Y - A-dist cos(.Thera);I '/Calculate distance from Perpendicular Point to Intersect Points
B..d1st =Sqrt(fabs~square(C.Radiuso) - square(.Adit)

//Calculate Upwind and Downwind Intersect Poinnts
Intersect ._X = lmage....X + B -dist * cos(.Theta).
Intersectl...Y = [mage.-.Y + B..dist *sLnLTheta);
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Intersect2.-X = Irnage.-X - B-dist * cosL.Theta);
IntersecL2...Y = Image...Y - B_dist * sinLTheta);

IIDetermine Correct Intersect Point between Upwind and Downwind
if (((Intersectl1._X- _X)* cosLTheta)

-+(1lntersecti._Y _ Y) *sinLTheta))
<((Intersect2._X - _X) * cos(_Theta)
.4(Intersect2._Y - _Y) * sin(-Thera)))

Intersect._X =Intersectl._X;
Intersect._Y =Intersecti._Y.

else

Intersect._X =Intersect.2._X:
Intersect._Y =Intersecr2.2Y,

H/Calculate Circle Angle of Intersect Point
Phi = atan,2(Intersect._Y - C._Center._Y, Intersect....X - C. Center.-)

HI Calculate Angle on Circle
Intersect.-Theta =norm( Phi + HP! * (C._Kappa /fabs(C...Kappa)));

HI Return Intersect of Line to Circle
return Intersect;

Config
Line :: intersects(Parabola &P)

double A, B. C;
double Disti. Dist.2. 11-Dist. L2-.Dist;
Config Intersect;
Coordinate 11, 12;,

A = (square(sinLTheta)) * sq uare(cos(P. -Theta)))
+ (square(sin(P...Theta)) * square(cosLTheta)))
-(2.0 * sin( Theta) * cosL-Theta) *sin(PTheta) cos(P._Theta))
-1.0;

B = (2.0
"* (((P.-X - _.X) * sin(P.-Theta)
"* ((sin(P._Theta) * cosLTheta)) - (cos(P._Theta) *sin(_Theta))) )
+ ( (P._Y - _Y) * cos(P._Theta)
* ((cos(P....Theta) * sinCTheta)) - (sin(P._Theta) *cos(_Theta))) )
"+ (P.Focuso._X - ýX) * cos(_Theta)
"+ (P.Focuso._Y - JY) * sin(_.Theta)));

C =( squareLY - P._Y) * square(cos(P._Theta)))
+ (squareL.X - P. X) * square(sin(P....Theta)))
+ 2.0 * cos(P._-Theta) * sin(P._Theta)

_x _X P.-Y+ R.Y *X - _X * _Y -P.X *P. Y))
-squareLX - P.Focuso...X)
-square(_Y - P.Focuso._Y);

if (A == 0)

if B == 0)

Intersect._ X = -X + C *co( _Theta);
Intersect. Y = Y + C *Stn(_Theta);

else
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Distl = -C / B;
Intersect. X = X + Distl * cos(_Theta);
Intersect. Y = y + Distl * sin(_Theta);

else

Distl = root-pos(A,BC);
Dist2 = root-neg(A.B.C);
II._X =_X + Distl * cos(.Theta);
II._Y = _Y + Distl * sin(_Theta);
12..X -X + Dist2 * cos(_Theta);
12._Y _-Y + Dist2 * sinLTheta);

JlIDist = ( I1._X - _X ) * cos(_Theta)
+ ( I._Y -_Y) * sm(_Theta);

12,Dist = ( 12.X - X ) * cos(,Theta)
+ ( 12.Y -_Y )*sin(_Theta);

if (Distl < Dist2)

Intersect._X = I1.X;
Intersect._Y = Ii.-Y;

else

Intersect._X = 12.-X;
Intersect._Y = 12.-Y;

return Intersect.

Config
Line:: imageo

float Dist;
double Imagex;
double Image..y;

//Calculate Perpendicular Distance on Path to Vehicle
Dist = Config::distance(Robot, *this);

H/Calculate Perpendicular X Position on Line
Image x = Robot._X + Dist * sin(_Theta),

//Calculate Perpendicular Y Position on Line
Image..y = Robot._Y - Dist * cos(_Theta),

II Return Image
return Config(Image x, lmage.y, _.Theta);
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Config
Line:: Project-imageO

float Dist:
double Image-x:
double Image.y;

//Calculate Perpendicular Distance on Path to Vehicle
Dist = Config::distance(Projection, *this);

//Calculate Perpendicular X Position on Line
lmage-x = Projection._X + Dist * sin(_Theta);

/Calculate Perpendicular Y Position on Line
Image_2,' = Projection._Y - Dist * cosLTheta);

//Return Image
return Config(Image x, Imagey. Theta);

void
Line :: ProjectStartjimage(Config &Intersect. double Mult)

//Calculate Perpendicular X Position on Line
Projection.-X = Intersect._X - Mult * Projection.sO() * cos(_Theta);

/Calculate Perpendicular Y Position on Line
Projection.-Y = Intersect._Y - Mult * Projection.sO() * sin(_Theta);

//Set Projection Theta to Line Theta
Projection.-Theta = _Theta;

#ifndef Circle_H
#define Circle_H
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#include "config.h"

class Line;

class Circle: public Config

public:

//Structure
Coordinate _Center;
double Radius;

IIConstructors
CircleO;
Circle(double, double, double);
Circle(double. double, double, double);
Circle(const Circle&),

H Destructors
-Circle(void)

/Operators
Circle& operator=(const Circle&);
friend ostream& operator<<(ostream&. Circle&);

I/Inline Accessors
Coordinate Center() (return _Center; I
double Radius() I return _Radius;

//Utilities
Config intersects(Line&);
Config intersects(Circle&);
Config image(;
Config Project-imageO;
void ProjectStart image(Config&, double);

#endif

include "circle.h"
#include "line.h"
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#include "vehicle.h"
#include "util.h"
#include <math.h>

extern Vehicle Robot;
extern Vehicle Projection;

/! Constructors
Circle ,: Circle()

Config()

Center = Coordinate(O.O);
Radius = 0;

Circle :: Circle(double x. double y, double r)
Config(O.OO..1/r)

Center = Coordinate(x. v);
-Radius = r;
_X = x + r * cos(HPI);

Y = y - r * sin(HPI);

Circle :: Circle(double x, double y, double L double k)
Config(x. y. t * DEGRAD, k)

Radius= I.0/k;
_Center._X = x- _Radius" sin(DEGRAD * t);
Center.-Y = y + -Radius * cos(DEGRAD *0

Circle :: Circle(const Circle &c)
Config(c._X, c._Y, c._Theta, c._Kappa)

Center = c. Center;
-Radius = c. Radius;

//Operators
Circle&
Circle operator=(const Circle &c)

_X= c. X;_Y =c.-Y;
-Theta c._Theta,
Kappa = c.-Kappa;

-Center c._Center;
-Radius = c.Radius;
return *this;

i/ Friend Functions
ostream &operator<<(ostream &strm. Circle &c)

return str.n << "( c._Center._X
<< << c.-Center..Y
<< ) "<< c.-Radius;

//Utilities
Config
Circle:: intersects(Line &L)
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IfLocal Variables
double Ajdist;
double B...ist;
Coordinate Image;
Coordinate Intersectl;
Coordinate Intersect2;
Config Intersect.

1/Calculate distance from center to a perpendicular point on line
A~dist = LCenter._Y - L._Y) * cos(L..jIheta) - LCenter._X - L._X) sin(L...Theta);

IICalculate
Image..X = _Center._X + A~dist *sin(L...Theta),

lmage.-Y = -Center._Y - Adist *cos(L...Theta);

IICalculate distance from Perpendicular Point to Intersect Points
B~dist = sqrt(fabs(square(_Radius) - square(A...dist)));

H/Calculate Upwind and Downwind Intersect Points
Intersectl.X = Image~..X + B~dist * cos(L.3Theta):
Intersecti._Y = Image...Y + BdAist * sin(L.TYheta);,

lntersect2._X = Image....X - B~dist * ros(L._Theta);
Intersect2._Y = Image.-Y - B_dist *sin(L._heta);

IIDetermine Correct Intersect Point between Upwind and Downwind
if (((Intersect 1._X - X) * cos(L...Theta)

+(Intersectl._Y - _Y) * sin(L._Theta))
<((Intersect2._X - ýX) * cos(L._Theta)
+(Intersect2l.Y -3_) * sin(L._Theta)))

Intersect._X = Intersect2.)C;
Intersect._.Y = Intersect2...Y;

else

Intersect._X = Intersectl._.X;
Intersect._Y = Intersecti ._Y;

/1Set Intersect Theta to Line theta
Intersect._Theta = L._Theta;,

IIReturn Intersect Config
return Intersect;

Config
Circle: intersects(Circle &C2)

double K. A. B, C. L, Al, A2. A~.ref.
Config intersect-neg;
Config intersect-pos;,
Config Intersect-,

/Check for Circles in same X Coordinates
if (_Center._X = C2._Center._.X)

K (squareLRadius) - square(C2.-Radius)
+ ( square(C2.-Center._.Y) - squareLCenter._Y)))
/ ( 2 * ( C2..Center._Y - _Center._Y));

A= 1;
B = 2 * -Center.-X;
C = squareLCenter...X) + square4(K) - 2 * K * _Center._Y

+ squaretSenter...Y) - squareLRadius);
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intersect-pos...X = root-.pos(A. B, C),
intersect pos.-Y = K;
intersect-neg...X = root...neg(A. B. C);
intersect..neg....Y = K;

else

K =(( square(-Radius) - square(C2._.Radius))
+ ( square(C2._Center...X) - squareLCenter...X))
+ ( square(C2._Center.-Y) - squareL-Center.-.Y)))
/ ( 2 * (C2._Center._X - _Center.-X)

L = LCenter._Y - C2._Center._Y) / (C2._Center._X - _Center.X)
A= I + L;

B= 2 *( K *L -L _Center._X.- Center._.Y);
C = square(K) - (2 *K * _Center...X) + squareLCenter._.X)

+ squareC.Center....Y) - (1I1 squareQ.Kappa));

intersect..pos...Y = root-pos(A. B. C);
intersectý_pos..X = K + intersect-pos.-Y L;
intersect..neg....Y = root..neg(A. B. C);
intersect-neg..X = K + intersect-neg...Y L;

I!Determine Upstream and downstream Intersection Points
Al = atan2(intersect..pos.-Y - -Center._Y, intersect..pos..X - -Center._X);
A2 = atan2(intersect..neg...Y - -Center._Y. intersect-neg...X - .Center.-X);,
A_ref = atan2LY - _Center._Y, _X - _Center._X);

if _Kjappa > 0.0)

if ( positive -norm(A I - Aref) < positive-norm(A2 - A-ref))

Infersect...X = intersect-pos...X;
Intersect.-.Y = intersect...pos.ff;

else

Intersect._X = intersect...neg...X;
Intersect...Y = intersect..neg.ff-;

else

if (positive...norm(AlI - Ajef) > positive..norm(A2 - Aref))

Intersect.-X =intersect-pos..X;
Intersect.-Y = interet-pos.-Y;

else

Intersect...X = intersect..neg.-X:
Intersect.-Y =intersect..neg._.Y;,

Intersect.-Theta = C2._jheta;

Intersect.-Kappa = C2...Yappa;

return Intersect;

return &intersect~pos;
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Config
Circle:: imageOI

double gamma, x. y, t;

17 Calculate Angle of Vehicle from Center of Circle
gamma = atan2(Robot. Y - _Center._Y. Robot._X - _Center..X);

//Calculate X Position on Circle
x = _Center._X + fabs(.Radius) * cos(gamma);

//Calculate Y Position on Circle
y = _Center._Y + fabs(_Radius) * sin(gamma);

//Calculate Angle on Circle at X and Y
t = norm(gamma + HP[ * (_Kappa / fabs(_Kappa)));

//Return Configuration of Image on Circle
return Config(x. y, t);

Config
Circle:: ProjectjimageO

double gamma. x, y, t;

H Calculate Angle of Vehicle from Center of Circle
gamma = atan2(Projection._Y - _Center._Y. Projection._X -_Center._X);

//Calculate X Position on Circle
x = _Center._X + fabs(_Radius) * cos(gamma);

//Calculate Y Position on Circle
y = _Center._Y + fabs(_Radius) * sin(gamma);

//Calculate Angle on Circle at X and Y
t = norm(gamma + HPI * (_Kappa / fabs(_Kappa)));

H Return Configuration of Image on Circle
return Config(x, y. t);

void
Circle:: ProjectStart.irnage(Config &Intersect. double Mult)

double Phi. Gamma. x, y, t;

//Calculate Angle of Intersect from Center of Circle
Phi = atan2(Intersect. Y - _Center._Y, Intersect._X - Center._X);

/Calculate Angle of Projection from Intersect by Mult * sO
Gamma = Phi - ( Mult * Projection.sO() / _Radius);

//Calculate Projection X Position on Circle
Projection._X = Senter._X + fabs(.Radius) * cos(Gamma) * (Kappa/fabs(_Kappa)):

//Calculate Projection Y Position on Circle
Projection._Y = _Center._Y + fabsLRadius) * sin(Gamma) * (Kappa/fabs(_Kappa));

//Calculate Projection Angle on Circle at X and Y
Projection.-Theta = norm(Gamma + HPI * LKappa / fabs(_Kappa)));
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#ifndef Parabola H
#define ParabolaH

#include "config~h
krinclude "vehicle.h"
#include 'line.h"

rinclude 'util.h"
krinclude <math.h>

class Parabola : public Config

protected:

/1Structure
Coordinate -Focus;

public:

/1Constructors
Parabolao;
Parabola(double. double, double, double, double);
Parabola(Coordinate&. double, Coordinate&);
Parabola(Line&. Coordinate&)-,
Parabola(const Parabola&);

/I Destructor
virtual -Parabola()

1/ Operators
Parabola& operator--(const Parabola&);

IInline Mutators
void set_Directive..,(double x) _ X =x;I
void setDirective~y(double y) _ Y =y.
void set_-Directivej~double t) -Theta = t;I
void set_-Focus x(double x) (Focus...X = x;I
void setFocus~y(double y) I Focus._Y = y: I

IInline Accessors
Line Directrix() const ( return Line(.X. -Y,Y -Theta);
Coordinate Focus() const ( return Focus;

IIUtilities
Config intersects(Line&);

Config imageo;
Config Projectjimageo;
void Project-S.tartjimage(Config&. double);

double CloseDist(Vehicle&, double, double);

#endif
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#include "parabola.h"
#include <math.h>

extern Vehicle Robot;
extern Vehicle Projection;

// Constructors
Parabola:: Parabola()

Config()

Focus = Coordinateo;

Parabola:: Parabola(double dx. double dy. double dt. double fx. double fy)
Config(dx. dy. dt. 0)

Focus = Coordinate(fx. fy);

Parabola:: Parabola(Coordinate &d, double t- Coordinate &f)
Config(d...X. d.-Y. t. 0)

Focus = Coordinate(f.-X. f.Y);

Parabola:: Parabola(Line &I. Coordinate &p)
Config(l..X. 1._Y. 1._.Theta)

Focus =P

Parabola:: Parabola(const Parabola &p)
Con fig(p.X.X p.-Y, p.-Theta)

Focus =P.-Focus;

/Operators
Parabola&
Parabola:: operator=(const Parabola &P)

X =P.-X
-Y =P.-Y.
-Theta = P._Theta;
-Kappa =P._Kappa;
Focus P.-.Focus;

return *this;

Config
Parabola: intersects(Line &L)

double A. B. C.
double Disti. Dist2. 11-Dis. L2-Dist,
Config Intersect;
Coordinate 11. 12;

A = (square(sin(L._Theta)) * square(cos(_ýheta)))
+ (square(sinLTheta)) * square(cos(L._Theta)))
-(2.0 * sin(L._Theta) * cos(L._Theta) * sinLTheta) *cos(_Theta))

-1.0;

B = (2.0
" ((LX - L.-X) *sin(-Theta)

"* ((sinLTheta) cos(L...Theta)) - (cosLTheta) *stn(L...Theta))) )
* (LY - L.-Y) *cos(_Theta)
* ((Cos(-Theta) sin(L._Theta)).- (sinLTheta) *cos(L...Theta))))

* L-Focus.-X - L.-X) * cos(L._Theta)
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+ L-Focus.-.Y - L.-Y) * sin(L._Theta)));

C = ( square(L._Y - -Y) * square(cosLTheta)))
+ ( square(L._X - _X) * square(sinL-Theta)))
+ ( 2.0 * cos(_Theta) * sinLTheta)
'(L._X * _Y + -Y * L_X-L.X * L.- -. X _Y))
-square(L.-X - _Focus._X)
-square(L...Y - _Focus._Y);,

if (A == 0)

if( B ==0)

Intersect._X = L.-X + C *cos(L._Theta);
Intersect.-Y = L..Y + C * sin(L.-Theta);

else

Distl= -C /B;
Intersect..X = L._ X + Disti * cos(L._Theta);
Intersect.-Y = L.-Y + Disti * sin(L._Theta);

else

Distl rooLpos(A.B.C);
Dist2 =root-neg(A.B.C);
It.-_X =L._X + Disti * cos(L._Theta);
Il...Y = L...Y + Disti * sin(L...Theta);
12.- X =L._X + Dist2 * cos(L._Theta);,
[2.-Y = L..Y + Dist2 * sin(L.-Theta);

IL-Dist = ( Il.-X - L._X ) * cos(L.-Theta)
+ ( I l._Y - L._Y )* sin(L._Meta);

L2_Dist = ( 12._X - L..X ) *cos(L. Theta)
+ ( 12._Y - L.3 ) sin(L.jTheta);

if(I1 _Dist <12_Dist)

Intersect.-X = 12_-X
Intersect.- U._Y,

else

Intersect..X = Il._X;
Intersect.-Y = II._Y;

return Intersect;

double
Parabola:: CloseDist(Vehicle &Robot, double Length, double Phi)

double Tempi. Temp2.

if( Length <O0

TemplI = (Length * sin(normLTheta - Phi)) /(Length + cos(Phi));
Temp2 = (Length * cos(normLjheta - Phi))) / (Length + cos(Phi));

return ( square(Robot.-X - _Focus.-X - Temp I)
+ square(Robot._Y - _Focus._Y + Temp2));
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else

TempI (Length * sin(normLTheta + Phi))) / (Length cos(Phi));
Temp2 = (Length * cos(norm(.Theta + Phi))) / (Length + cos(Phi));

return ( square(Robot._X - -Focus._X - Tempi)
+ square(Robot._Y - _Focus._Y + Temp2));

Config
Parabola:: imageO

double Length;
double Phi. Phi-Lower, Phi-Upper;
double Mini. Min2;
double Upper = DPI;
double Lower = 0.0;
Config Image;

Length = (_Focus._Y - _Y) * cos(_Theta) - LFocus._X - _X) * sin(_Theta);

for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++)

PhiLower Lower + ((Upper - Lower)/3.0).
Phi-Upper = Upper - ( (Upper - Lower)13.0);

Mini = tlUis->Close-Dist(Robot, Length. Ph0)Lower);
Min2 = this->CloseDist(Robot. Length, PhiLUpper);

if( Mini > Min2)

Lower = PhiLower;

else

Upper = Phi-Upper;

if(Mini > Min2)

Phi = norm(PhiUpper);

else

Phi = norm(PhiLower);

if ( Length < 0.0)
Image._X = _Focus. X + (Length * sin(nonLTheta - Phi)) / (Length + cos(Phi))):

Image._Y = _Focus. Y - (Length cos(norm(_Theta - Phi)) / (Length + cos(PhW)));
Image._Theta = norm(-Phi / 2.0 + _Theta);
Image._Kappa = (1.0 / Length) * cube(cos(Phl/2.0));

else

Image._X _Focus.- X + (Length *sin(normLTheta + Phi))! (Length + cos(Phi)));
Image._Y = _Focus.Y - (Length * cos(norm(.Theta + Phi)) / (Length + cos(Ph)));
Image._Theta = norm(Phi / 2.0 + -Theta);
Image._Kappa = (1.0 / Length) * cube(cos(Phi/2.0));

return Image;
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Config
Parabola:: Project-umageO

I
double Length;
double Phi. PhiLower. PhiUpper;
double Mini. Min2;
double Upper = DPI;
double Lower = 0.0;
Config Image;

Length = (-Focus._Y - -Y) * cos(_Theta) - LFocus._X - _X) * sin(Theta);

for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++)

PhiLower = Lower + ( (Upper - Lower)/3.0);
Phi-Upper = Upper - ( (Upper - Lower)/3.0);

Mini = this >CloseDist(Projection, Length. Phi-Lower);
Min2 = this->CloseDist(Projection. Length. PhiUpper).

if (Min I > Min2)

Lower = PhiLower;

else

Upper = Phi-Upper;

if (Minl > Min2)

Phi = norm(PhiUpper);

else

Phi = norm(PhiLo ier);

if( Length < 0)

Image.{X = Focus.X + (Length sin(norm(Theta - Phi)) / (Length cos(Phi)));
Image._Y _Focus.-Y - (Length * cos(norm(_Theta - Phi)) / (Length + cos(Phi)));
Image._Theta = norm(-Phi / 2.0 + -Thet);
Image.-Kappa = (1.0/ Length) * cube(cos(Phi/2.0));

else

Image._X = -Focus.X + (Length *sin(nornLTheta + Phi))! (Length + cos(PhiU).
Image._Y = _Focus._Y - (Length * cos(norm(_jheta + Phi)) / (Length + cos(Phi)));
Image._Theta = norm(Phi / 2.0 + -Theta);
Image.-Kappa = (1.0 / Length) * cube(cos(Phi/2.0));

return Image;

void
Parabola :- Project_Starti image(Config &Intersect. double Mult)

double Length;
double Phi;
dotvble Gamma;
Length = (_Focus._Y - -Y) * cos(_Theta) - (_Focus._X - _X) * sin(_Theta);
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Gamma =2 * Projection.sO() * Mult / Length,
Phi =acos( (fabs(Length) / sqrt(square(Intersect..X - -Focus...X)

+ square(lntersect.-.Y - J.ocus.-.Y))) - 1).

if ( Length < 0

Phi +.= Gamma;
Projection...X = -Focus.-.X + (Length 11sin(normL.Theta - Phi)) / (Length + cos(Phi)))
Projection....Y = Focu .-.Y - (Length *cos(normLTheta -Phi)) / (Length + icos(Phz)));
Projection.-.Theta - nc'rm(-Phi / 2.0 + -ht)
Projection.-.Kappa = (1.0 / Length) *cube(cos(Phi/2.0));

else

Phi -= Gamma;
Projection.-.X = .Focus.-.X + (Length * sin(norm(_.Theta + Phi)) / (Length + co%(Phi))):
Projection.-.Y = ..Focus.-.Y -(Length * ccs(normnLTheta + Phi)) / (Length + cos(Phi)));.
Projection.-.Theta - norm(Phi / 2.0 + _Theta).
Projection.-.Kappa -(1.0 ILength) cube(cos(PhiI2.0)),
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#ifndef Cubic_H
#define CubicH

#include 'configh"

class Cubic : public Config

protected:

"I/Structure
double A-value;
double Lvalue;

public:

H Constructors
Cubic(;
Cubic(double. double, double);
Cubic(const Config&);
Cubic(const Config*);
Cubic(const Cubic&);
Cubic(const Cubic*).

//Destructor
virtual -Cubic() I

//Operators
Cubic& operator=(const Cubic&);
friend ostream &operator<<(ostream&. Cubic&);

//Inline Mutators
void set_A(double a) I Akvalue = a.
void set_L(double 1) ( L_value = I; 1

//Inline Accessor
double _A0 const I return Avalue.
double _L0 const I return L-value;

Utilities
Config imageo;

friend void Solve l(Cubic&. Cubic&);
friend Cubic Split(Cubic&. Cubic&);
friend double Cost(Cubic&. Cubic&. double, double, double, double);

4endif
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#include 'cubic.h"
#include 'utdl.h"
#include <math.h>

// Contructors
Cubic :: Cubic()

Configu

A value = 0-
L-value = 0.

Cubic :: Cubic(double x, double y, double t)
Config(x. y. t)

Avyalue = 0;
L-value = 0;

Cubic :: Cubic(const Config &c)
Config(c.-X. c.-Y. c._Theta)

A - alue = 0-.
L-value = 0;

Cubic :: Cubic(const Config *c)
Config(c->_X. c->_Y. c->..Theta)

A-value = 0;
L-value = 0;

Cuaoic :: Cubic(const Cubic &c)
Config(c....X. c._Y. c._Theta)

Ayvalue =c.A~value;,
L-value = c.L-yalue;

Cubic:: Cubic(const Cubic *c)
Config(c->_X. c->_Y. c->jTheta)

A-value =c->A-value;
L-value =c->L-value;

H1 Operators
Cubic&
Cubic :: opetator--(const Cubic &C)

X = C.-X;
-Y = C.)';
-Theta = C.-Theta
-Kappa = C..Kappa;
A-value = C.A value;
L-value = C.Lvalue;
return *thms
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ostream &operator<<(ostream &strm, Cubic &p)

return strm << " << p._X
<<". << p._Y
<< << p.Theta
< " ) "<< p._AO
I<< " << p._L0;

i/ Utilities
Config
Cubic:: image()

cout << -Entered Cubic image \n- << flush;

void Solvel(Cubic &C. Cubic &G)

double Alpha;

//Calculate Theta Between Two Coordinates
Alpha = norm( atan2(G._Y - C._Y G._X - C._X) - C. Theta) * 2;

//Set Cubic Alph Vale to Calculated Alpha
C.A.value = Alpha,

//Calculate Dist Between Two coordinates
C.L_value = compute-dist(G._X, G..Y. C.X. C..Y) / lookup(fabs(Alpha));

Cubic Split(Cubic &C, Cubic &G)

double co. xc, yc. r. xm. ym. tin. gl. g2. g. w;
double alpha. alphal. betal. etal. eta2. wl;
double costg. costgl. costg2;

alpha = norm(G._Theta - C._Theta);
alphal = fabs(alpha);

if ( alphal < ZERA)

xm = (C.-X + G.X ) /2;
ym = ( C._Y + G._Y ) / 2;

else

co = 1. O/tan( alpha /2.0);
xc=( C._X + G._X + co *(C.Y G._Y)) /2.0;
yc = ( C.Y + G._Y + co * (G._X - C._X))/2.0;
r = sqrt( square(C.-X - xc) + square(C._Y - yc));

if (alpha > 0.0)

gl = atan2(C._Y - yc. C.X - xc);
g2 = atan2(G._Y --yc, G._X - xc);
etal = C._Theta - HPI;
eta2 = G._Theta - HPI;

else

gI = atan2(G._Y - yc. G._X - xc);
g2 = atan2(C._Y - yc, C._X - xc);
etal = G._Theta + HPI;
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eta2 =C .-Theta +HPI;

g =(gI +g2 )/20.0
w = alphal / 2.0;

w I = positive..norm(etal - gi1);
if( (wI < aiphal) && (2.0 * wi < aiphal)

g =etalI;
W= wi;

wI = positive...norm(g2 - eta2),-
if( (wI < aiphal) && ( 21.0 * wi <alphain

g =eta2;
w =wi;,

costg =Cost(C. G, xc. yc. r.g)

while w >ZERA)

w w /2.0;
costg I = Cost(C. G. xc. yc. r. g +w)
if (costglI < costg)

g = g + w;
costg =costgl.

else

costg2 = Cost(C. G, xc. yc. r. g -w)
if ( costg2 < costg)

g = 9 - W
costg = costg2;

xm =xc + r *cos(g);

ym =yc + r *sin(g);

betal =atan2(ym - C._.Y, xm - C_)
tm =beta I + norm(betal - C.-Theta);
return Cubic(xm. yin. ti);

double Cost(Cubic &C. Cubic &G, double xc. double yc. double r. double g)

double x. y. disti, dist2. aiphal. alpha2;

x = xc + r * cos(g);
y = yc + r * sin(g);
disti = compute-dist(C.-X. x. C...Y. y),
alphal = 2.0 *norin(atan2(y - C....Y, x - C._X) - C._Theta);

dist2 = compute-dist(G._.X. x, G...Y. y);
alpha.2 = 2.0'* norm(atan2(G...X - y, G..X - x) - G.Theta);

return ( costf(alphal, disti) + costf(alpha2. dist.2) I
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APPENDIX B: C++ CODE FOR INTERPRETER MODULE

#include "hst.h"

#include "mml.h"
#include "config.h"
#include "vehicle.h"
#include "line.h"
#include "circle.h"
#include "cubic.h"
4include "sonar.h"
#include "segment.h"
#include "util.h"
#include <fstream.h?>

List Buffer;
List Wait_Buffer;

extem Vehicle Robot;
extem Vehicle Projection;
Config *IPath:
extem int need-intersect;

extem double PDist;

Object CurrentParameter;
Object Current_Instructon;
Config Plmage;
Config Intersect;
Config *CurrentPPath;

int seq status;
/ int NeedFurtherProcessing;
int NeedConfig = 0;

int TRANSITION = 0;
int Path to-intersect = NONE;

int CloseEnough = 0;

int Service-Flag = 0;

ii Function
void set err,,(irt code)

// Instruction temp = Instruction(ERROR, 6ude)
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(ERROR. code));

void solve(Cubic &Curr. Cubic &Goal)

double Beta;
Cubic NewGoal;

//Check for Legal Pair of Configurations
if ( (zera(Curr._Y -Goal._Y)) && (zera(Curr._X - Goal._X)))

seterror(ECODE2);

//Calculate Angle between the Two Configurations
Beta = atan2(( Goal._Y - Curr.~Y ). (Goal._X - Curr._X )).

//Check for Symmetric Configurations
if (fabs(norm(Goal. Theta - Beta) - norm(Beta - Curr._Theta)) < ZERA)

i/Solve for Curve Parameters
Solvel(Curr. Goal);
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Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. CUBICSPIRAL. 1, Curr));

else

NewGoal= Split(Curr. Goal);
Solvel(Curr. New.Goal);
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. CUBICSPIRAL. 1. Curr));
Solve I (NewGoal. Goal);

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, CUBIC-SPIRAL. 1. NewGoal));

double FindSOWindow(double Mult)

double Total Dist = 0;
double PrevyDist = 0;
double Done = 0;

//Set Close Enough flag to NO
CloseEnough = NO;

//Loop Until SO Doesn't Cross
while (! Done)

H Calculate PImage
Pimage = Current-PPath->Project tmage0;

//Calculate Total Dist Traveled
Total-Dist += ProjectUpdate-config(CurrentPPath. Plmage);

/Check if Projection Crosses Over New Path By Sign Change
if ( Prey Dist * PDist < 0)

/Increase Mult By 1
Mutt++;

I/ Reset Image at New Transition Point
IPath->Project Startjimage(Intersect Mult);

H Reset Variables to 0;
TotaLDist = PDist = PrevyDist = 0;

//Check if Projection is Close Enough
if ( PImage.ProjectjTransition(CurrentPPath))

H No Further Processing Required
CloseEnough = 1;

//Return Muliplier for SO
return Mult,

//Check if Projection Never Crossed
if ( Total-Dist > 6.0 * Projecuon.sO0)

//Return Muliplier for SO
return Mult;I

//Set Prey Dist to Dist to Check for Sign Change
PrevyDist = PDist;

iI End While

return Mutt;

//End Function
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int TestSO()

double TotalDist = 0;
double PreyDist = 0;
double Done = 0:

Set Close Enough and Over Shot flags to NO
CloseEnough = NO;

,!/Loop Until Transistion Point Doesn't Cross
while (! Done)

I
//Calculate Image

Pimage = CurrentPPath->Project tmageO;

// Calculate Total Dist Traveled
Total_Dist += ProjectUpdate-config(CurrentPPath. Plmage);

//Check if Projection Crosses Over New Path By Sign Change
if ( Prey Dist * PDist < 0 )

// Set OverShoot Flag to Yes
return OVERSHOT;I

H Check if Projection is Close Enough
if ( Plmage.Project-Transition(CurrentPPath))

//Return Close Enough Flag
return CLOSE-ENOUGH;

I
//Check if Projection Never Crossed

if ( Total_Dist > 6.0 * Projection.sO0)

//Return Didn't Cross Flag
return DIDNOTCROSS;

//Set Prev Dist to Dist to Check for Sign Change
PrevDist = PDist;

//End While

//End Function

/IFunction Get Transition
double GetTransitionO

double Mult = 1;
double Upper. Lower;

mt SOTracer;

//Set Image on Path at SO
[Path->Project Start_image(Intersect. Mult);

//Find (Multiplier * SO) that Doesn't Cross New Path
Upper = Find_SOWindow(Mult);

//Set Lower Bound to I - Mult
Lower = Upper - 1.0;
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//If Projection isn't Close Enough then Break Down Further
if ( CloseEnough)

return Mult;

else

;/Loop
for (int i = 0; i <= 4; i++)

"I/Set Mult to Middle of Widow
Mult = (Upper + Lower)! 2;

//Set Image on Path at SO
[Path->Project_Startimage(intersect. Mult);

/Check if New SO Crosses the New Path
SO.Tracer = TestSO();

/-
switch ( SO-Tracer)

//Check What Projection Did
case OVERSHOT:

/Increase Lower Bound by Half
Lower = (Upper + Lower) / 2;

break;

case DID-NOT CROSS:
//Decrease Upper Bound by Half

Upper = (Upper + Lower) /2;
break.

case CLOSEENOUGH:
return Mult;

break;

default:
break;

if ( SO_Tracer == OVER.SHOT)
return Upper;

else
return Mult;

void PushParameterOnBuffer(int Parameter, double Value)

H Determine if Command is Placed in Buffer or Wait Buffer
switch ( Path-tojintersect)

H Push on Wait Buffer until Intersection Found
case FORWARD-LINE:
case FORWARD-CIRCLE:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

Wait-Buffer = WaitRuffer.Push( Object(PARAMETER. Parameter. Value));
break;

//Push on Buffer
case BACKWARD-LINE:
case BACKWARDCIRCLE:
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case NONE:
case CUBIC:

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(PARAMETER. Parameter. Value));
break;

default:
break;

void PushStationary_On_Buffer(int Class)

//Determine if Command is Placed in Buffer or Wait Buffer
switch ( Pathtointersect)

H Push on Wait Buffer until Intersection Found
case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARD_CIRCLE:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

WaitBuffer = WaitBuffer.Push( Object(STATIONARY. Class));
break;

//Push on Buffer
case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARD_CIRCLE:
case NONE:
case CUBIC:

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(STATIONARY. Class));
break;

default:
break;

void Push Two Parameter Object On Buffer(int Parm, double VI. double V2)

H Determine if Command is Placed in Buffer or Wait Buffer
switch ( Path tointersect)

H Push on Buffer
case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARD_CIRCLE:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARD_CIRCLE:
case NONE:
case CUBIC:

Buffer Buffer.Push( Object(PARAMETER. Parm. V1. V2));
break;

default:
break;

/*

void markcritical()

wsyn_q = 1;

void unmarkcritical()
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wsyn-q= 1.
while (!wsyn~q 0)

1/Function Set Acceleration
void SetAcel(double s)

Accel = s

I!Function Set SO
void Set-SO(double s)

IIPush Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
PushPaiameterOn-Buffer( SET-SO. s);

IISet Projection SO
Projection.set_S O(s);

IIFuction Reset SO
void ResetSO(double s)

ifSet SO Imediately
Robot.set..S0(s);

IIFunction Set Speed
void SetLSpeed~int s)

IIPush Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
PushParameterý_On..Buffer( SET-SPEED. sý:

IISet Projection Speed
Projection.set..Speed(s);

// Function
void Reset..Speed(int s)

i/IChange Speed Imediately
Robot.set..Speed(s);

iiFunction Set Linear Acceleration
void Set_-Accel(double a)

HI Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Seqential Order
PushParameter_-OniBuffer( SET.LACCEL, a),.

'IFunction ReSet Linear Acceleration
void Reset..Accel(double a)

/1Reset Linear Acceletation, Immediately
Robot. set-LAccel(a);

/1Function Reset Robot Configuration
void Reset Rob(double x, double y. double t)
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//Reset Robot's x~y and theta Immediately
Robot.set~x(x);
Robot.set..y(y);
Robot.set~theta(t);

void ResetRob(Config &c)

.1Reset Robot's x.y and theta Immediately
Robot. set-x (c.-X);
Robot. set y(c. Y)-,
Robot.set-theta(c._Theta);

void Reset _Ro b(Vehicle &v)

1/Reset Robot's x~y and theta Immediately
Robot.set..x(v._X);,
Robot.set-y(v.-Y);
Robot.setjtheta(v...Theta);

IIIIIII/II/IIIII/I/I/II/II/HNIII//IIIII/III/II/IIIIIllliIIIIIIII/II/f ll/I111
/1Function Get Robot Configuration
void Get Rob(Config &c)

c-set-x(Robot.-X);,
c.set-y(Robot._Y);
c.setjheta( Robot._Theta);
c.set-.kappa(Robot.-Kappa);

void Get Rob(Vehicle &v)

v = Robot;

,:i Function Get Current Buffer Object
void Get Buf(Object &I)

I = Buffer.Topo;

HI Function Trace Robot
void Trace-Robot()

IIPush Command on instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
Push_Parameter_0nBuffer( TRACEROBOT. FILLER)

void TraceSim()

H1 Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
Push_Parameter_OnBuffer( TRACESLMULATOR. FILLER)

IIFunction Enable Sonar Group
void Enable_Sonar.Group(int s)

IIPush Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
PushParameter..OnBuffer( ENABLESONAR. s);
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//Function Disable Sonar Group
void Disable-SonarGroup(int s)

//Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequenual Order
PushParameterOn Buffer( DISABLE_SONAR. s):

//Function Get Specific Sonar Range
double GetSonarRange(int s)

//Return Specific Sonar Range
re irn Execute-GetSonar_Range(s);

F, Function Get Updated Sonar Range
double WaitForUpdatedSonarRange(int s)

return Execute-WaitForUpdatedSonar-Range(s);I

I/ Function Get Return's Globol Position from Specific Sonar
Config GetReturn_Position(int s)

return ExecuteGet_SonarRangePosition(s);

H Function
void WaitUntilLTSonar-Range(int SonarNum, double Limit)

//Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
Push_Two_ParameterObject-Onj3uffer( SONARRANGE_LT. Sonar_Num, Limit);

//Function
void Wait Util_GT_Sonar_Range(int Sonar_Num. double Limit)

//Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
PushTwoParameterObjectOn_.Buffer( SONAR_RANGE_GT. Sonar_•"um. Limit).

//Function
void Setrobot(Config &c)

//Check if robot is Moving
if (! seq status = SSTOP)

I
/! Flag Error Message: Robot is Moving

set error(ECODE2);

elseI
/I Load Set Robot Command into Buffer

Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(STATIONARY. SET_ROBOT. c));
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//Function
void Set robot(double x, double y. double 0)

Set_robot(Config(x. y, t. 0));

/'Function Stop Robot
void Stop()

Robot set-Speed(O):

Function
void StopjrobotO

//Push Command on Instruction Buffer at Approriate Sequential Order
Buffer = Buffer.ImediatePush(Object(STATIONARY, STOPROBOT));

//Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.Bottom20.setStatus(COMPLETE);

I1 Function Terminate Program
void End()

//Push Command on Instruction Buffer in Appropriate Sequential Order
Push_Stationary On Buffer(END);

//Set Last Path Status to Comolete
Buffer.Bottom20.setStatus(COMPLETE);

//Functions Halt and Resume
void Halt()i

I/ Push Command on Instruction Buffer at Approriate Sequential Order
Buffer = Buffer.Imediate_Push(Object(STATIONARY. STOPROBOT));

void Resume()

//Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.BottomO.set-Status(COMPLETE);

,/Function
void Rotate(double theta)

I
//Convert Theta to Radians

theta = theta * DEGRAD;

,'/Check if robot is Moving
if (seqstatus = MOVING)
I

/!Flag Error Message: Robot is Moving
set error(ECODE2);

I
else

//Add Rotate Command to Instruction Buffer
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Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(STATIONARY. ROTATE. theta))

void RotateTo(double theta)

h/ Convert Theta to Radians
theta = theta * DEG-RAD;

//Check if robot is Moving
if (seqstatus =- MOVING)

//Flag Error Message: Robot is Moving
set error(ECODE2);

else

//Add Rotate Command to Instruction Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(STATIONARY. ROTATETO. theta));

IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII//////IIIII//IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1l

//Funciton
void Pop WaitBuffer0

//Loop until Buffer is Empty
while (WaitBuffer.lasto)

I
H Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer

Buffer = Buffer.Push(WaitBuffer.Popo);

H Function Forward Path
void FPath(Line &TempPath)

//Check Legality of Command
switch ( Pathjto_intersect)

// Illegal Transition Forward Path to Forward Path
case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARD CIRCLE:

se(.error(ECODE I);
break;

/Illegal Transition Path to Forward Path
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

set-error(ECODE2);
break;

//Legal Transition laickward Path to Forward Path
t..ase BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARDCIRCLE:

// Solve Cubic Spiral
solve(IPath. Temp-Path);
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/1Set Path to Forward Path
[Path = &TempPath;

//Push Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULLPATH. TempPath) );

break:

Legal Transition Start with a Forward Path
case NONE:

I
/1Set Path to Forward Path

[Path = &TempPath;

H Push Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULLPATH. TempPath));

break;

//Legal Transition: Posture to a Forward Line
case FORWARDCUBIC:

case CUBIC:
case BACKWARDCUBIC:

H Solve Cubic Spiral
solve(IP~ah. TempPath);

H Set Path to Forward Path
[Path = &Temp-Path;

//Push Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULLPATH. TempPath));

break;

default:
break;

H Set Sequential Status to Moving
seq.status = MOVING;

//Set Path to Intersect to a Forward Line
Pathto_intersect = FORWARDLINE;

H Function
void FPath(Circle &TempPath)

Y Check Legality of Command
switch ( Path_to_intersect)

//Illegal Transition Forward Path to Forward Path
case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARDCIRCLE:

set error(ECODE I);
break;

//[llegal Transition Path to Forward Path
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

set error(ECODE2);
break;
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//Legal Transition Backward Path to Forward Path
case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARD_CIRCLE:

I Solve Cubic Spiral
solve(IPath. TempPath);

Set Path to Forward Path
IPath = &TempPath;

//Push Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULL-PATH. TempPath));

break;

//Legal Transition Start with a Forward Path
case NONE:

I
//Set Path to Forward Path

IPath = &TempPath;

/IPush Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULLPATH, Temp-Path));

break:

H Legal Transition: Posture to a Forward Line
case FORWARDCUBIC:

case CUBIC:
case BACKWARD CUBIC:I

//Solve Cubic Spiral
solve(IPath, Temp_Path);

H Set Path to Forward. Path
IPath = &TempPath;

// Push Path onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT FULLPATH, Temp_Path));

break;

default:
break;I

//Set Sequential Status to Moving
seq-status = MOVING;

//Set Path to Intersect to a Forward Line

Pathtointersect = FORWARDCIRCLE;

//Function
void FPath(double x, double y, double t)

FPath(Line(x, y. t, 0));

//Function
void FPath(double x, double y, double t. double k)

if(k-k-0)
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FPath(Line(x, y. t. 0));
else

FPath(Circle(x, y. t. k));

//Function
void Path(Line &TempPath)

* {
double Mult;

//Check Legality of Command
switch ( Pathtointersect)

//Legal Transition Forward Path or Path to a Path
//Intersect Needed

case FORWARD_LINE:
case FORWARD_CIRCLE:

case FORWARD-PARABOLA:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:I

H/Calculate Intersect
Intersect = IPath->intersects(TempPath);

//Set Path to Temp Path
CurrentPPath = &TempPath;

//Calculate Transition Point
Muit = Get_Transitiono;

H Push Intersect Instruction onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(MOVEMENT. INTERSECT, 1. Intersect. Mult));

H Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.Bottom20.set Status(COMPLETE);

//Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer
PopWaitBuffero;

//Set Path to Temp Path
IPath = &TempPath;

H Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULLPATH, TempPath));

break;

//Legal Transition: Backward Path to Path.
//No Intersect Needed

case BACKWARD LINE:
case BACKWARDCIRCLE:
case BACKWARDPARABOLA:
case NONE:

//Set Path to New Path
[Path = &TempPath;

//Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT FULL-PATH. TempPath));
break;

/Illegal Transition: Path to Cubic Spiral Config
case FORWARDCUBIC:
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case CUBIC:
case BACKWARDCUBIC:

set_ernor(ECODE2);
break;

H/ Default: Unkown New Path
default:

break;

//End Switch
I

/1 Set Sequential Status to Moving
seq-status = MOVING;

H Set Path to Intersect to Line
Path_to_intersect = LINE;

//Function
void Path(Circle &TempPath)
I

double Mult;
H Check Legality of Command

switch ( Pathtointersect)

//Legal Transition Forward Path or Path to a Path
//Intersect Needed

case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARDCIRCLE:

case FORWARDPARABOLA:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

/Calculate Intersect
Intersect = IPath->intersects(Temp-Path);

//Set Path to Temp Path
CurrentPPath = &TempPath;

//Calculate Transition Point
Mult = Get_Transitiono;

//Push Intersect Instruction onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(MOVEMENT INTERSECT, 1. Intersect. Mult));

//Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.Bottom20.set.Status(COMPLETE);

//Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer
PopWaitBuffero;

//Set Path to Temnp Path
IPath = &TempPath;

//Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULL_PATH. TempPath));

break;

/ Legal Transition: Backward Path to Path.
//No Int -ect Needed

case BACKWARDLINE:
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case BACKWARDCIRCLE:
case BACKWARDPARABOLA:
case NONE:

H Set Path to New Path
IPath = &TempPath;

H Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULLPATH. TempPath)f;
break;

//Illegal Transition: Path to Cubic Spiral Config
case FORWARDCUBIC:

case CUBIC:
case BACKWARD_CUBIC:

set error(ECODE2);
break;

//Default: Unkown New Path
default:

break;

H/End SwitchI

H Set Sequential Status to Moving
seq.status = MOVING;

IISet Path to Intersect to Circle
Pathtointersect = CIRCLE;

H Function
void Path(double x. double y, Jouble t)I

Path(Line(xy,t,0));I

H Function
void Path(double x, double y, double t, double k)

if ( k == 0)
Path(Line(x,y,t.0));

else
Path(Circle(x.y.t.k));

void Path(Parabola &Temp_Path)

double Mult

H Check Legality of Command
switch ( Path to intersect)

//Legal Transition: Forward Line or Line to Parabola
case FORWARDLINE:
case LINE:I

H/Calculate Intersect
Intersect = EPath->intersects(TempPath);
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H Set Path to Temp Path
CurrentPPath = &TempPath;

H/Calculate Transition Point
Mult = GetTransitiono(;

//Push Intersect Instruction onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(MOVEMENT. INTERSECT. 1. Intersect. Mul));

Y Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.Bottom 20.set_Status(COM PLETE);

//Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer
PopWaitBuffero;

H Set Path to Temp Path
rPath = &TempPath;

H Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULL-PATH. TempPath));

break;I

H/Illegal Transition Circle or Parabola to Parabola
case FORWARDCIRCLE:

case FORWARDPARABOLA:
case CIRCLE:

case PARABOLA:

set error(ECODE2),

H Legal Transition
case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARD CIRCLE:
case BACKWARDPARABOLA:

case NONE:
IPath = &TempPath;

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULL-PATH. TempPath));
break;

case FORWARDCUBIC:
case CUBIC:

case BACKWARDCUBIC:
set error(ECODE2);
break.

default:
break;

I

//Set Sequential Status to Moving
seqstatus = MOVING;

//Set Path to Intersect to Parabola
Path to intersect = PARABOLA;

//Function For a Parabola in the form of a Directix and Focus
void Path(Line &I, Coordinate &c)

Path(Parabola(l. c));
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//Function For a Parabola in the form of Directix as x.y~t and Focus as x.y
void Path(double dx, double dy. double dt. double fx. double fy)

Path(Parabola(dx. dy, dt. fx. fy));

//Function
void BPath(Line &TempPath)

double Mult;
//Check Legality of Command

switch ( Path to intersect)

I
case FORWARD_LINE:
case FORWARD CIRCLE:

case FORWARD-PARABOLA:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

H Calculate Intersect
Intersect = IPath->intersects(TempPath);

H Set Path to Temp Path
CurrentPPath = &Temp-Path;

/ Calculate Transition Point
Mult = GetTransitiono;

H Push Intersect Instruction onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(MOVEMENT. INTERSECT. 1. Intersect. Mult));

H Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer. iottom20.setStatus(COMPLETE);

H Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer
PopWaitBuffero;

//Set Path to Temp Path
IPath = &Temp-Path;

H Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULL-PATH, TempPath));

break;

case BACKWARD-LINE:
case BACKWARD_CIRCLE:
case BACKWARDPARABOLA:

case NONE:

IPath = &Temp_Path;
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, PARTIALPATH. 1. Temp_Path));

break;

case FORWARDCUBIC:
case CUBIC:

set error(ECODE2);
break;

default:
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break,

seq-status SSTOP;
Path tomintersect = BACKWARDLINE;

/I Function
void BPath(Circle &Temp-Path)

H Check Legality of Command
switch ( Pathto-intersect)

double Mult;
//l

case FORWARDLINE:
case FORWARDCIRCLE:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

H Calculate Intersect
Intersect = IPath->intersects(TempPath);

//Set Path to Temp Path
CurrentPPath = &TempPath.

H Calculate Transition Point
Mult = GetTransitiono;

H Push Intersect Instruction onto Buffer
Buffer = Buffer.Push(Object(MOVEMENT. INTERSECT. 1, Intersect. Mult));

H Set Last Path Status to Complete
Buffer.Bottom20.setStatus(COMPLETE);

H Push Wait Buffer onto Buffer
PopWait3uffero(;

H Sr-; Path to Temp Path
IPath = &TempPath;

//Push New Path onto Buffer with status of Incomplete
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULL-PATH. TempPath));

break;

case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARDCIRCLE:
case NONE:

MPath = &Temp-Path;
Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. PARTIALPATH, 1. TempPath));

break;

case FORWARDCUBIC:
case CUBIC:

set..error(ECODE2);
break;

default:
break.

I
seqstatus = SSTOP;
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Path-to-intersect = BACKWARDCIRCLE;I

//Function
void BPath(double x. double y, double t)

BPath(Line(x. y. t. 0));

/ Function
void BPath~double x. doubic y, double t. double k)

//Check if Line or Circle
if ( t = 0)

BPath(Line(x, y. t. 0));
else

BPath(Circle(x. y. tL k));

//Function
void Posture(Cubic &TempPath)

//Check Legality of Command
switch Dathtointersect)

/Il
case FORWARD-LINE:
case FORWARDCIRCLE:
case LINE:

case CIRCLE:
case PARABOLA:

seterror(ECODE2);
break;

case BACKWARDLINE:
case BACKWARDCIRCLE:
case BACKWARD-PARABOLA:

solve(IPath. TemrpPath);
[Path = &Temp_Path;

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULLPATH. TempPath));
break.

case NONE: [Path = &Temp-Path;

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT, FULLPATH, Temp_Path));
break,

case FORWARD-CUBIC:
case CUBIC:
case BACKWARD_CUBIC:

solve(IPath. Temp_Path);
[Path = &Temp-Path;

Buffer = Buffer.Push( Object(MOVEMENT. FULLPATH, Temp-Path));
break;

default:
break;

seq-status = MOVING;
Path to intersect = CUBIC;
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!/Function
void Posturedouble x. double y. double t)

Posture( Cubic(x. y, t));

void PrintBuffero

while (Buffer.lastO)
cout<< Buffer.Pop() << n' << flush;
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APPENDIX C: C++ CODE FOR CONTROLER MODULE

#include "hst.h"
#include "mmlh"
#include "vehicle.h"
#include 'hne.h"
#include "cubic. h
#include 'pinm.h
#include "sonar.h
#include "util.h
#include <fstream.h>
extern void PingSonarso;
extem List Buffer:
extem Vehicle Robot;
cxtemr SonarElement SonarTablef 161;
extern Object Current-Parameter;
Config Image:
Config *CurrentPath;
Config *CurrentIntersect;
Config *Currentinst;
extem int seq-status;
int Need_F'inherProcessing;
int TERMINATE = NO;
int TRACE-ROB = NO;
mt TRACESIM= NO;
extem int TRANSITION;
extern int Path to intersect;
fstream RobOutfile;
fstream SimOutfile;

void ExecuteBuffer(
f
H Excute Until Terminated

while (! TERMINATE)

//Check if Instruction on Buffer is Ready
if (Buffer.Topo.Status0 == INCOMPLETE)

NeedFurtherProcessing = YES;
else

NeedFurther_Processing = NO;

H Detemine Class of Instruction
switch ( Buffer.Topo.Classo)

case PARAMETER:
//Execute Instructions which Change Parameters

Execute_- Parameter Commandso;
break;

case STATIONARY:
//Execute Instructions when Robot must be Stationary

ExecuteStationaryCommandso;
break;

case MOVEMENT:
H Execture Instructions pertaining to Robot Movement

ExecuteMovementCommandso;
break;

case ERROR:
TERMINATE = YES;
break;

default:
H Buffer is Empty
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cout << "Buffer is Empty Nn";
break.

if (TRACEROB) ExecuteRobotTracerO:
if (TRACESIM) Execute_SimTracero:.

Ping-Sonarso;

I End While Loop

,' End ExcuteBuffer

void ExecuteRobotTracer()

IIWrite Robot's X. Y and Theta values to a file
Rob Outtile << Robot. X << < «Robot._Y <<An";

void ExecuteSim_-Tracer()

HI Write Simulator Data to a file
SirnOutfile << RobOt..X <<'

<<Robot.-.Y <<
<<Robot._Theta <<
<<Robot.-Kappa <<
«<Robot._Omega <<
«<Sonar Table(OJ <<
<<Sonarjable[1J <<
«<Sonar Table[21 <<
<<Sonar:.Table[31 <<"
<<Sonar -Table(41 << ".
<< Sonar Table(5] <<'
<<SonarjTable(61 <<«
«<Sonar Tablef 7] <<
«<Sonar7Table(81 <<
«<Sonar Table(91 <<
«<Sonar Tablet 101 <<
<<So narj.ablefll I I \<Ni
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void ExecuteParameter CommandsO

H Determine Parameters to update
switch (Buffer.TopO.Level()

//Set SO
case SET_SO:

//Execute Set SO
ExecuteSet SO();
break.

//Set Speed
case SET-SPEED:

I
H Execute Set Speed Function

ExecuteSetSpeedo;
break;

case SETLACCEL:

H Execute Set Speed Function
ExecuteSetLAccel0;

case TRACEROBOT:

//Execute Trace Robot Function
ExecuteTraceRobotO;
break;

case TRACE__SIMULATOR:

H Execute Trace Simulator Function
ExecuteTraceSimO;

case ENABLE-SONAR:

H Remove command from Buffer
CurrentParameter = Buffer.Popo;

//Execute Enable Sonar Group Command
ExecuteEnableSonarGroup( CurrentParameter.Variablel 0);
break;

case DISABLE-SONAR:

H Remove command from Buffer
Current-Parameter = Buffer.Popo;

//Execute Disable Sonar Group Function
Execute.DisableSonar_.Group(Current_Parameter.Variable ());
break;

case SONARRANGELT:

//Execute Wait Until Less Then Sonar Range
Exec uteWait_U ntil_LT_Sonar_R angeo;

case SONAR_RANGE_GT:
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H Execute Wait Until Greater Then Sonar Range
ExecuteWait UntilGTSonar_Rangeo(I

default

cout << "ERROR when Excuting Parameters'\" << flush;
break;

: End Switch

I/ End ExecuteParameterCommands
I

void ExecuteSetSO0

H Remove command from Buffer
Current-Parameter = Buffer.Popo;

H Set Vehicle Speed
Robot.set_SO(CurrentParameter.Variable I());

I

void ExecuteSetSpeedO

/ Remove command from Buffer
Current-Parameter = Buffer.Popo;

I/Set Vehicle Speed
Robot.set Speed(Current Parameter.Variable I 0);

void ExecuteSetL_Accel()I
//Remove command from Buffer

CurrentParameter = Buffer.Pop();

H Set Vehicle Speed
Robot.set_LAccel(CurrentParameter.Variable I());

void Execute_Trace_RobotO

H Remove Command from Buffer
CurrentParameter = Buffer.PopO;

//Open Output file "Vehicle.dat"
RobOutfile.open("Robot dat". ios: :out);

H Set Trace Flag to Yes
TRACE-ROB = YES;

void Execute TraceSimO

H Remove Command from Buffer
Current-Parameter = Buffer.Popo;
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//Open Output file "Vehicle.dat"
Sim_Outfile.open("Sim.dat", ios::out);

H Set Trace Flag to Yes
TRACE_SIM = YES;

void ExecuteWaitUntilLTSonar.Range)
I

double Sonar_Num;
double Limit;

//
CurrentParameter = Buffer.Topo;

H Get Sonar Number
SonarNum = CurrentParameter.Variable 1O;

//Get Limit for Sonar Range
Limit = CurrentParameter.Variable20;

H Loop Until Sonar Range is Less Then Limit
if ( (SonarTable(Sonar._Numl.Range0 = 0.0) 11

(SonarrTable[SonarNum1.RangeO <= Limit))

//Pop Command From Buffer
Buffer.Popo;

void Execute-Wait UntilGTSonar..RangeO

double SonarNum;
double Limit;

//

CurrentParameter = Buffer.Topo;

H Get Sonar Number
SonarNum = Current-Parameter. Variable 10O;

H/Get Limit for Sonar Range
Limit = Current Parameter.Variable20;

H Loop Until Sonar Range is Greater Then Limit
if ( (SonarTable[Sonar Numl.RangeO < 0) &&

(SonarJablelSonarNumI.RangeO >= Limit))

H Pop Command From Buffer
Buffer.Popo(;
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voiu Exec uteS tationary_Com mandsO

//Determine Level of Instruction
switch ( Buffer.Topo.Level()

case SETROBOT:

ExecuteSetRoboto;
break;

case END:I
ExecuteEndo;

case ROTATE:

ExecuteRotateRoboto;
break,

case ROTATE-TO:

ExecuteRotateRobotToo;

case STOPROBOT:

Execute_.StopRoboto.
break;

default:

cout<< "ERROR in STATIONARY LEVEL SWITCH STATEMENT\" << flush;
break;

void ExecuteSet-RobotO

/Get Config and Remove Command from Buffer
CurrentInst = Buffer.Popo.CommandO;

//Set Vehicle Config to Set Robot Config
Robot = Current Inst;

void Execute-Endo

H Remove Command from Buffer
Current-lnst = Buffer.Popo.CommandO;

H Set Terminate to Yes
TERMINATE = YES;
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void ExecuteRotateRobotO

double Rotate-Theta;

//Get Number of Degrees to Rotate
Rotate-Theta = Buffer.TopOVariablelO;

//Calculate Desired Orientation
RotateTheta = Robot._Theta + RotateTheta;

!/Check if Desired Orientation has been Reached
if ( fabs(RotateTheta - Robot._Theta) < .01

I/Remove Instruction from Buffer
CurrentInst = Buffer.PopO.Commando;

else

//Determine Most Efficient Way to Turn
if ( RotateTheta > Robot.-Theta

/ Rotate Left
Robot._Theta += .01;

else

H Rotate Right
Robot._Theta -= .01;

void ExecuteRotate_RoboLToO

double Rotate.Theta;

H Get Desired Orientation
RotateTheta = Buffer.TopO.Variable 1O;

/Check if at Desired Orientation
if ( fabs(RotateTheta -Robot._Theta) < .01)

//Remove Instruction from Buffer
Current-Inst = Buffer.PopO.CommandO;

else

/IDetermine Most Efficient Way to Turn
if ( RotateTheta > Robot. Theta

H Rotate Left
Robot._Theta += .01;

else

//Rotate Right
Robot._Theta -= .01;
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void ExecuteStopRobotO

//CurrentInst = Buffer.PopO.CommandO.
TERMINATE = YES;

}p

void ExecuteMovementCommands0

//Determine Level of Instruction
switch ( Buffer.Top0.Level()

//Intersect
case INTERSECT:

ExecutejntersectionCommando;
break;

case FULLPATH:

Execute_FuUPathCommando;
break;

case PARTIALPATH:

ExecutePartialPathCommando;
break;

case CUBIC-SPIRAL:

break;

default:

cout << -ERROR with Movement Level Nn" << flush;
break;

void ExecuteIntersectionCommandO

Config Current-Intersect;
int TRANSITION;

Config Image;
double SO Mult;

//Set Intersect to Value of Instruction
CurrentIntersect = Buffer.Topo.Commando;

//Get SO Multiplier for Transition
SOMult = Buffer.Topo.Variablel0;

//Calculate Image to Current Path
Image = Current-Path->imageO;

//Update Vehicle Configuration to Move onto Current Path
Update.config(CurrentPath. Image);

/Calculate if at Transition Point
TRANSITION = Image.Transition(Currentintersect. S0_Mult);
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H Check if Vehicle should Transition to New Path
if (TRANSITION)

/ Remove Intersect Instruction from Buffer
Current Intersect = Buffer.Popo.Commando0

I}

void ExecuteFullPathCommand(

// Check if Path is Ready
if ( NeedFurtherProcessing)

/Not Ready Set Current Path to Value of Instruction
CurrentPath = Buffer.Topo.Commando;

else

H Ready: Remove Instruction from Buffer
CurrentPath = Buffer.Popo.Commando0

H Calculate Image to Current Path
Image = CurrentPath->imageo;

//Update Vehicle Configuration to Move onto Current Path
Update-config(CurrentPath, Image);

void ExecutePartialPathCommar,1()

int TRANSITION = NO;
TERMINATE = YES;

H Check if Time to Transition
if (! TRANSITION)

H Not Ready: Set Current Path to Value of Instruction
CurrentPath = Buffer.Topo.Commando;

/Calculate Image to Current Path
Image = Current-Path->imageo;

//Update Vehicle Configuration to Move onto Current Path
Updateconfig(CurrentPath. Image);

H Check if Time to Transition to new Path
TRANSITION = Image.Complete(CurrentPath);

else

IIReady: Remove Instruction from Buffer
CurrentPath = Buffer.PopO.CommandO;

H Reset Transition Flag to No

TRANSITION = NO;
TERMINATE = YES;
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void Execute.Cubic.SpiraliCommand()

CurrentPath = Buffer.Topo.Commando;
linage = Curren tPath ->imageQ;
Update-config(CurrentPath. Image);
TERMINATE =YES,
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